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Abstract
Laguerre and Laguerre-type polynomials are orthogonal polyno-
mials on the interval [0,∞) with respect to a weight function of the
form




k, α > −1, qm > 0. (1)
The classical Laguerre polynomials correspond to Q(x) = x. The
computation of higher-order terms of the asymptotic expansions of
these polynomials for large degree becomes quite complicated, and
a full description seems to be lacking in literature. However, this
information is implicitly available in the work of Vanlessen, based
on a non-linear steepest descent analysis of an associated so-called
Riemann–Hilbert problem. We will extend this work and show how
to efficiently compute an arbitrary number of higher-order terms in
the asymptotic expansions of Laguerre and Laguerre-type polyno-
mials. This effort is similar to the case of Jacobi and Jacobi-type
polynomials in a previous paper. We supply an implementation with
explicit expansions in four different regions of the complex plane.
These expansions can also be extended to Hermite-type weights
of the form exp(−
∑m
k=0 qkx
2k) on (−∞,∞), and to general non-
polynomial functions Q(x) using contour integrals. The expansions
may be used, e.g., to compute Gauss-Laguerre quadrature rules in a
lower computational complexity than based on the recurrence rela-
tion, and with improved accuracy for large degree. They are also of
interest in random matrix theory.
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k, α > −1, qm > 0.
❚❤❡ ❝❧❛ss✐❝❛❧ ▲❛❣✉❡rr❡ ♣♦❧②♥♦♠✐❛❧s ❝♦rr❡s♣♦♥❞ t♦ Q(x) = x✳ ❚❤❡ ❝♦♠♣✉t❛t✐♦♥ ♦❢ ❤✐❣❤❡r✲♦r❞❡r t❡r♠s ♦❢
t❤❡ ❛s②♠♣t♦t✐❝ ❡①♣❛♥s✐♦♥s ♦❢ t❤❡s❡ ♣♦❧②♥♦♠✐❛❧s ❢♦r ❧❛r❣❡ ❞❡❣r❡❡ ❜❡❝♦♠❡s q✉✐t❡ ❝♦♠♣❧✐❝❛t❡❞✱ ❛♥❞ ❛ ❢✉❧❧
❞❡s❝r✐♣t✐♦♥ s❡❡♠s t♦ ❜❡ ❧❛❝❦✐♥❣ ✐♥ ❧✐t❡r❛t✉r❡✳ ❍♦✇❡✈❡r✱ t❤✐s ✐♥❢♦r♠❛t✐♦♥ ✐s ✐♠♣❧✐❝✐t❧② ❛✈❛✐❧❛❜❧❡ ✐♥ t❤❡ ✇♦r❦ ♦❢
❱❛♥❧❡ss❡♥ ❬✷✽❪✱ ❜❛s❡❞ ♦♥ ❛ ♥♦♥✲❧✐♥❡❛r st❡❡♣❡st ❞❡s❝❡♥t ❛♥❛❧②s✐s ♦❢ ❛♥ ❛ss♦❝✐❛t❡❞ s♦✲❝❛❧❧❡❞ ❘✐❡♠❛♥♥✕❍✐❧❜❡rt
♣r♦❜❧❡♠✳ ❲❡ ✇✐❧❧ ❡①t❡♥❞ t❤✐s ✇♦r❦ ❛♥❞ s❤♦✇ ❤♦✇ t♦ ❡✣❝✐❡♥t❧② ❝♦♠♣✉t❡ ❛♥ ❛r❜✐tr❛r② ♥✉♠❜❡r ♦❢ ❤✐❣❤❡r✲
♦r❞❡r t❡r♠s ✐♥ t❤❡ ❛s②♠♣t♦t✐❝ ❡①♣❛♥s✐♦♥s ♦❢ ▲❛❣✉❡rr❡ ❛♥❞ ▲❛❣✉❡rr❡✲t②♣❡ ♣♦❧②♥♦♠✐❛❧s✳ ❚❤✐s ❡✛♦rt ✐s s✐♠✐❧❛r
t♦ t❤❡ ❝❛s❡ ♦❢ ❏❛❝♦❜✐ ❛♥❞ ❏❛❝♦❜✐✲t②♣❡ ♣♦❧②♥♦♠✐❛❧s ✐♥ ❛ ♣r❡✈✐♦✉s ♣❛♣❡r✳ ❲❡ s✉♣♣❧② ❛♥ ✐♠♣❧❡♠❡♥t❛t✐♦♥ ✇✐t❤
❡①♣❧✐❝✐t ❡①♣❛♥s✐♦♥s ✐♥ ❢♦✉r ❞✐✛❡r❡♥t r❡❣✐♦♥s ♦❢ t❤❡ ❝♦♠♣❧❡① ♣❧❛♥❡✳ ❚❤❡s❡ ❡①♣❛♥s✐♦♥s ❝❛♥ ❛❧s♦ ❜❡ ❡①t❡♥❞❡❞
t♦ ❍❡r♠✐t❡✲t②♣❡ ✇❡✐❣❤ts ♦❢ t❤❡ ❢♦r♠ exp(−∑mk=0 qkx2k) ♦♥ (−∞,∞)✱ ❛♥❞ t♦ ❣❡♥❡r❛❧ ♥♦♥✲♣♦❧②♥♦♠✐❛❧
❢✉♥❝t✐♦♥s Q(x) ✉s✐♥❣ ❝♦♥t♦✉r ✐♥t❡❣r❛❧s✳ ❚❤❡ ❡①♣❛♥s✐♦♥s ♠❛② ❜❡ ✉s❡❞✱ ❡✳❣✳✱ t♦ ❝♦♠♣✉t❡ ●❛✉ss✲▲❛❣✉❡rr❡
q✉❛❞r❛t✉r❡ r✉❧❡s ✐♥ ❛ ❧♦✇❡r ❝♦♠♣✉t❛t✐♦♥❛❧ ❝♦♠♣❧❡①✐t② t❤❛♥ ❜❛s❡❞ ♦♥ t❤❡ r❡❝✉rr❡♥❝❡ r❡❧❛t✐♦♥✱ ❛♥❞ ✇✐t❤
✐♠♣r♦✈❡❞ ❛❝❝✉r❛❝② ❢♦r ❧❛r❣❡ ❞❡❣r❡❡✳ ❚❤❡② ❛r❡ ❛❧s♦ ♦❢ ✐♥t❡r❡st ✐♥ r❛♥❞♦♠ ♠❛tr✐① t❤❡♦r②✳
✶ ■♥tr♦❞✉❝t✐♦♥
❲❡ ❞❡t❡r♠✐♥❡ ❛s②♠♣t♦t✐❝ ❛♣♣r♦①✐♠❛t✐♦♥s ❛s n → ∞ ♦❢ t❤❡ ♦rt❤♦♥♦r♠❛❧ ♣♦❧②♥♦♠✐❛❧s pn(x) ♦♥ [0,∞) ✇✐t❤
♣♦s✐t✐✈❡ ❧❡❛❞✐♥❣ ❝♦❡✣❝✐❡♥t✱ ✇✐t❤ t❤❡ ✇❡✐❣❤t ❢✉♥❝t✐♦♥




k, α > −1, qm > 0.
❚❤❡ ❝❧❛ss✐❝❛❧ ▲❛❣✉❡rr❡ ♣♦❧②♥♦♠✐❛❧s ❝♦rr❡s♣♦♥❞s t♦ Q(x) = x✱ ❜✉t ✇❡ ❛✐♠ t♦ ♣r♦✈✐❞❡ ❢♦r♠✉❧❛s ❛♥❞ r❡s✉❧ts ❢♦r
❣❡♥❡r❛❧ ❢✉♥❝t✐♦♥s Q(x)✳ ❚❤❡ ❝❤♦✐❝❡ Q(x) = xm ❝♦rr❡s♣♦♥❞s t♦ s♦✲❝❛❧❧❡❞ ❋r❡✉❞✲t②♣❡ ♣♦❧②♥♦♠✐❛❧s ❬✶✼❪✳
❚❤❡ ♣r♦❝❡❞✉r❡ ✐♥ ❬✷✽❪ ❣✐✈❡s ❢♦✉r t②♣❡s ♦❢ ❛s②♠♣t♦t✐❝ ❡①♣❛♥s✐♦♥s✿ ✭■✮ ✐♥♥❡r ❛s②♠♣t♦t✐❝s ❢♦r x ♥❡❛r t❤❡
❜✉❧❦ ♦❢ t❤❡ ③❡r♦s ❜✉t ❛✇❛② ❢r♦♠ t❤❡ ❡①tr❡♠❡ ③❡r♦s✱ ✭■■✮ ♦✉t❡r ❛s②♠♣t♦t✐❝s ✈❛❧✐❞ ❢♦r x ❛✇❛② ❢r♦♠ t❤❡ ③❡r♦s
♦❢ pn(x)✱ ✭■■■✮ ❜♦✉♥❞❛r② ❛s②♠♣t♦t✐❝s ♥❡❛r t❤❡ s♦✲❝❛❧❧❡❞ s♦❢t ❡❞❣❡ ✈❛❧✐❞ ❢♦r x ♥❡❛r t❤❡ ❧❛r❣❡st ③❡r♦s ❛♥❞ ✭■❱✮
❜♦✉♥❞❛r② ❛s②♠♣t♦t✐❝s ♥❡❛r t❤❡ s♦✲❝❛❧❧❡❞ ❤❛r❞ ❡❞❣❡ ❢♦r x ♥❡❛r 0✳ ❲❡ ❛❧s♦ ♣r♦✈✐❞❡ ❛s②♠♣t♦t✐❝ ❡①♣❛♥s✐♦♥s ❢♦r
❛ss♦❝✐❛t❡❞ q✉❛♥t✐t✐❡s s✉❝❤ ❛s ❧❡❛❞✐♥❣ t❡r♠ ❝♦❡✣❝✐❡♥ts ❛s ✇❡❧❧ ❛s r❡❝✉rr❡♥❝❡ ❝♦❡✣❝✐❡♥ts an ❛♥❞ bn ♦❢ t❤❡ t❤r❡❡
t❡r♠ r❡❝✉rr❡♥❝❡ r❡❧❛t✐♦♥
bnpn+1(x) = (x− an)pn(x)− bn−1pn−1(x). ✭✶✳✶✮
✶
❚❤❡ ♠❡t❤♦❞♦❧♦❣② ♦❢ ❬✷✽❪ ✐s ❜❛s❡❞ ♦♥ t❤❡ ♥♦♥✲❧✐♥❡❛r st❡❡♣❡st ❞❡s❝❡♥t ♠❡t❤♦❞ ❜② ❉❡✐❢t ❛♥❞ ❩❤♦✉ ❬✾❪ ❢♦r ❛
2× 2 ❘✐❡♠❛♥♥✕❍✐❧❜❡rt ♣r♦❜❧❡♠ t❤❛t ✐s ❣❡♥❡r✐❝❛❧❧② ❛ss♦❝✐❛t❡❞ ✇✐t❤ ♦rt❤♦❣♦♥❛❧ ♣♦❧②♥♦♠✐❛❧s ❜② ❋♦❦❛s✱ ■ts ❛♥❞
❑✐t❛❡✈ ❬✶✵❪✳ ❚❤✐s ✐s ❢✉rt❤❡r ❞❡t❛✐❧❡❞ ✐♥ ➓ ✷✳✶✳ ❚❤❡ ❣❡♥❡r❛❧ str❛t❡❣② ✐s t♦ ❛♣♣❧② ❛ s❡q✉❡♥❝❡ ♦❢ tr❛♥s❢♦r♠❛t✐♦♥s
Y (z) 7→ T (z) 7→ S(z) 7→ R(z)✱ s✉❝❤ t❤❛t t❤❡ ✜♥❛❧ ♠❛tr✐①✲✈❛❧✉❡❞ ❢✉♥❝t✐♦♥ R(z) ✐s ❛s②♠♣t♦t✐❝❛❧❧② ❝❧♦s❡ t♦ t❤❡
✐❞❡♥t✐t② ♠❛tr✐① ❛s n ♦r z t❡♥❞s t♦ ∞✳ ❚❤❡ ❛s②♠♣t♦t✐❝ r❡s✉❧t ❢♦r Y (z)✱ ❛♥❞ s✉❜s❡q✉❡♥t❧② ❢♦r t❤❡ ♣♦❧②♥♦♠✐❛❧s✱
✐s ♦❜t❛✐♥❡❞ ❜② ✐♥✈❡rt✐♥❣ t❤❡s❡ tr❛♥s❢♦r♠❛t✐♦♥s✳ ❚❤❡ tr❛♥s❢♦r♠❛t✐♦♥s ✐♥✈♦❧✈❡ ❛ ♥♦r♠❛❧✐③❛t✐♦♥ ♦❢ ❜❡❤❛✈✐♦✉r
❛t ✐♥✜♥✐t②✱ t❤❡ s♦✲❝❛❧❧❡❞ ❵♦♣❡♥✐♥❣ ♦❢ ❛ ❧❡♥s✬ ❛r♦✉♥❞ t❤❡ ✐♥t❡r✈❛❧ ♦❢ ♦rt❤♦❣♦♥❛❧✐t②✱ ❛♥❞ t❤❡ ✐♥tr♦❞✉❝t✐♦♥ ♦❢
❧♦❝❛❧ ♣❛r❛♠❡tr✐❝❡s ✐♥ ❞✐s❦s ❛r♦✉♥❞ s♣❡❝✐❛❧ ♣♦✐♥ts ❧✐❦❡ ❡♥❞♣♦✐♥ts✱ ✇❤✐❝❤ ❛r❡ ♠❛t❝❤❡❞ t♦ ❣❧♦❜❛❧ ♣❛r❛♠❡tr✐❝❡s
❡❧s❡✇❤❡r❡ ✐♥ t❤❡ ❝♦♠♣❧❡① ♣❧❛♥❡✳ ❚❤❡s❡ tr❛♥s❢♦r♠❛t✐♦♥s s♣❧✐t C ✐♥t♦ ❞✐✛❡r❡♥t r❡❣✐♦♥s✱ ✇❤❡r❡ ❞✐✛❡r❡♥t ❢♦r♠✉❧❛s
❢♦r t❤❡ ❛s②♠♣t♦t✐❝s ❛r❡ ✈❛❧✐❞✳
■♥ ♦✉r ❝❛s❡ ♦❢ ▲❛❣✉❡rr❡✲t②♣❡ ♣♦❧②♥♦♠✐❛❧s✱ ♦♥❡ ❛❧s♦ ✜rst ♥❡❡❞s ❛♥ n✲❞❡♣❡♥❞❡♥t r❡s❝❛❧✐♥❣ ♦❢ t❤❡ x ❛①✐s
✉s✐♥❣ t❤❡ s♦✲❝❛❧❧❡❞ ▼❘❙ ♥✉♠❜❡rs ✭❞❡✜♥❡❞ ❢✉rt❤❡r ♦♥ ✐♥ t❤✐s ♣❛♣❡r✮✳ ❆❢t❡r t❤✐s st❡♣ t❤❡ r♦♦ts ♦❢ t❤❡ r❡s❝❛❧❡❞
♣♦❧②♥♦♠✐❛❧s ❛❝❝✉♠✉❧❛t❡ ✐♥ ❛ ✜①❡❞ ❛♥❞ ✜♥✐t❡ ✐♥t❡r✈❛❧✳ ❲❡ ♣r♦✈✐❞❡ ❛♥ ❛❧❣♦r✐t❤♠ t♦ ♦❜t❛✐♥ ❛♥ ❛r❜✐tr❛r② ♥✉♠❜❡r
♦❢ t❡r♠s ✐♥ t❤❡ ❡①♣❛♥s✐♦♥s✱ ✇❤❡r❡ ✇❡ s❡t ✉♣ s❡r✐❡s ❡①♣❛♥s✐♦♥s ✉s✐♥❣ ♠❛♥② ❝♦♥✈♦❧✉t✐♦♥s t❤❛t ❢♦❧❧♦✇ t❤❡ ❝❤❛✐♥ ♦❢
tr❛♥s❢♦r♠❛t✐♦♥s ❛♥❞ t❤❡✐r ✐♥✈❡rs❡s ✐♥ t❤✐s st❡❡♣❡st ❞❡s❝❡♥t ♠❡t❤♦❞✳ ❲❤✐❧❡ ❞♦✐♥❣ t❤✐s✱ ✇❡ ❦❡❡♣ ❝♦♠♣✉t❛t✐♦♥❛❧
❡✣❝✐❡♥❝② ✐♥ ♠✐♥❞✱ ❛s ✇❡❧❧ ❛s t❤❡ ✉s❡ ♦❢ t❤❡ ❝♦rr❡❝t ❜r❛♥❝❤ ❝✉ts ✐♥ t❤❡ ❝♦♠♣❧❡① ♣❧❛♥❡✳
❚❤❡ str❛t❡❣② ♦✉t❧✐♥❡❞ ❛❜♦✈❡ ❛♥❞ ✐♥ ➓ ✷✳✶ ✇❛s ❛❧s♦ ❢♦❧❧♦✇❡❞ ✐♥ ♦✉r ❡❛r❧✐❡r ❛rt✐❝❧❡ ❛❜♦✉t ❛s②♠♣t♦t✐❝ ❡①♣❛♥✲
s✐♦♥s ♦❢ ❏❛❝♦❜✐✕t②♣❡ ♣♦❧②♥♦♠✐❛❧s ❬✻❪✱ ✇❤✐❝❤ ✇❛s ❜❛s❡❞ ♦♥ t❤❡ ♠❛t❤❡♠❛t✐❝❛❧ ❛♥❛❧②s✐s ♦❢ ❑✉✐❥❧❛❛rs ❡t ❛❧ ✐♥ ❬✶✻❪✳
❍❡r❡✱ ✇❡ ❜❛s❡ ♦✉r r❡s✉❧ts ♦♥ t❤❡ ❛♥❛❧②s✐s ✐♥ t❤❡ ✇♦r❦ ♦❢ ❱❛♥❧❡ss❡♥ ❬✷✽❪✳ ❚❤❡ ♠❛✐♥ ❞✐✛❡r❡♥❝❡s ✐♥ t❤✐s ♣❛♣❡r
❝♦♠♣❛r❡❞ t♦ ❬✻❪ ❛r❡ t❤❡ ❢♦❧❧♦✇✐♥❣✿
• ❚❤❡ ❛♥❛❧②s✐s ♦❢ ▲❛❣✉❡rr❡✲t②♣❡ ♣♦❧②♥♦♠✐❛❧s ♦♥ t❤❡ ❤❛❧✢✐♥❡ [0,∞) ❤❛s ❛♥ ❡①tr❛ st❡♣ t❤❛t ✐♥✈♦❧✈❡s ❛
r❡s❝❛❧✐♥❣ ✈✐❛ t❤❡ ▼❘❙ ♥✉♠❜❡rs βn ✭s❡❡ ➓ ✸✮✳ ❚❤✐s ❧❡❛❞s t♦ ❢r❛❝t✐♦♥❛❧ ♣♦✇❡rs ♦❢ n ✐♥ t❤❡ ❡①♣❛♥s✐♦♥s✳
• ❚❤❡r❡ ✐s ❛❧s♦ ❛ ♥❡✇ ❜❡❤❛✈✐♦✉r ♥❡❛r t❤❡ ❧❛r❣❡st ③❡r♦ ✭♦❢t❡♥ r❡❢❡rr❡❞ t♦ ❛s ❛ s♦❢t ❡❞❣❡✮✱ ❝❛♣t✉r❡❞ ❜② t❤❡
❆✐r② ❢✉♥❝t✐♦♥✳ ❚❤✐s ❧❡❛❞s t♦ ❤✐❣❤❡r ♦r❞❡r ♣♦❧❡s ✐♥ t❤❡ ❞❡r✐✈❛t✐♦♥s ❛♥❞ t❤✉s ❛❧s♦ t♦ ❧♦♥❣❡r ❢♦r♠✉❧❛s ❢♦r
t❤❡ ❤✐❣❤❡r ♦r❞❡r t❡r♠s ✐♥ t❤❡ ❡①♣❛♥s✐♦♥s✳ ❚❤❡ ❜❡❤❛✈✐♦✉r ♥❡❛r t❤❡ ❤❛r❞ ❡❞❣❡ ❛t x = 0 ✐♥✈♦❧✈❡s ❇❡ss❡❧
❢✉♥❝t✐♦♥s✱ ❧✐❦❡ ✐♥ t❤❡ ❏❛❝♦❜✐ ❝❛s❡ ♥❡❛r t❤❡ ❡♥❞♣♦✐♥ts ±1✳
• ❲❡ ♦❜t❛✐♥ ♠♦r❡ ❡①♣❧✐❝✐t r❡s✉❧ts ❢♦r ♣♦❧②♥♦♠✐❛❧s Q(x)✳ ❲❡ ✇✐❧❧ ❢r❡q✉❡♥t❧② ❞✐st✐♥❣✉✐s❤ ✐♥ t❤✐s ♣❛♣❡r
❜❡t✇❡❡♥ t❤r❡❡ ❝❛s❡s✿ ♠♦♥♦♠✐❛❧ Q✱ ❣❡♥❡r❛❧ ♣♦❧②♥♦♠✐❛❧ Q ❛♥❞ ❛ ♠♦r❡ ❣❡♥❡r❛❧ ❛♥❛❧②t✐❝ ❢✉♥❝t✐♦♥ Q✳
❆s②♠♣t♦t✐❝ ❡①♣❛♥s✐♦♥s ❝❛♥ ❜❡ ✉s❡❢✉❧ ✐♥ ❝♦♠♣✉t❛t✐♦♥s ❢♦r s❡✈❡r❛❧ r❡❛s♦♥s✳ ❚❤❡ ✉s❡ ♦❢ t❤❡ r❡❝✉rr❡♥❝❡
r❡❧❛t✐♦♥ ✭✶✳✶✮ ✐♥ ❛♣♣❧✐❝❛t✐♦♥s ✐♥✈♦❧✈✐♥❣ ▲❛❣✉❡rr❡ ♣♦❧②♥♦♠✐❛❧s r❡s✉❧ts ✐♥ ❛❝❝✉♠✉❧❛t✐♥❣ r♦✉♥❞♦✛ ❡rr♦rs ❛♥❞ ❛
❝♦♠♣✉t❛t✐♦♥ t✐♠❡ t❤❛t ✐s ❧✐♥❡❛r ✐♥ n✳ ■♥ ❝♦♥tr❛st✱ ❛s②♠♣t♦t✐❝ ❡①♣❛♥s✐♦♥s ❜❡❝♦♠❡ ✐♥❝r❡❛s✐♥❣❧② ❛❝❝✉r❛t❡ ❛s t❤❡
❞❡❣r❡❡ n ❜❡❝♦♠❡s ❧❛r❣❡✱ ❛♥❞ t❤❡ ❝♦♠♣✉t✐♥❣ t✐♠❡ ✐s ❡ss❡♥t✐❛❧❧② ✐♥❞❡♣❡♥❞❡♥t ♦❢ n✳ ❆♥♦t❤❡r ♠♦t✐✈❛t✐♦♥ ✐s t❤❡
♣❛rt✐t✐♦♥ ❢✉♥❝t✐♦♥ ❢♦r ▲❛❣✉❡rr❡ ❡♥s❡♠❜❧❡s ♦❢ r❛♥❞♦♠ ♠❛tr✐❝❡s ❛s ♠❡♥t✐♦♥❡❞ ✐♥ ❬✷✽❪ ❛♥❞ st✉❞✐❡❞ ✐♥ ❬✷✾❪✳ ❚❤✐s
❣✐✈❡s t❤❡ ❡✐❣❡♥✈❛❧✉❡ ❞✐str✐❜✉t✐♦♥ ♦❢ ♣r♦❞✉❝ts ♦❢ r❛♥❞♦♠ ♠❛tr✐❝❡s ♦❢ ❛ ❝❡rt❛✐♥ t②♣❡✱ ✇❤✐❝❤ ❝♦✉❧❞ ❢♦r ❡①❛♠♣❧❡
❛r✐s❡ ✐♥ st♦❝❤❛st✐❝ ♣r♦❝❡ss❡s ✭▼❛r❦♦✈ ❝❤❛✐♥s✮ ♦r q✉❛♥t✉♠ ♠❡❝❤❛♥✐❝s✳
■♥ t❤✐s r❡❢❡r❡♥❝❡✱ s♦♠❡ ❧❡❛❞✐♥❣ ♦r❞❡r t❡r♠s ❛r❡ ❣✐✈❡♥ ❡①♣❧✐❝✐t❧②✱ ❛♥❞ ✇❡ ❞❡t❛✐❧ t❤❡ ❞❡r✐✈❛t✐♦♥ ♦❢ ❤✐❣❤❡r✲♦r❞❡r
t❡r♠s✳ ❚❤❡ ❛♥❛❧②s✐s ♦♥❧② r❡q✉✐r❡s ❡❧❡♠❡♥t❛r② ♥✉♠❡r✐❝❛❧ t❡❝❤♥✐q✉❡s✿ ✐♥ ♣❛rt✐❝✉❧❛r✱ t❤❡r❡ ✐s ♥♦ ♥❡❡❞ ❢♦r t❤❡
❡✈❛❧✉❛t✐♦♥ ♦❢ s♣❡❝✐❛❧ ❢✉♥❝t✐♦♥s ❜❡s✐❞❡s t❤❡ ❆✐r② ❛♥❞ ❇❡ss❡❧ ❢✉♥❝t✐♦♥s✳ ❚❤❡ ❢♦r♠✉❧❛s ❛r❡ ✐♠♣❧❡♠❡♥t❡❞ ✐♥ ❙❛❣❡
❛♥❞ ▼❛t❧❛❜ ❛♥❞ ❛r❡ ❛✈❛✐❧❛❜❧❡ ♦♥ t❤❡ s♦❢t✇❛r❡ ✇❡❜ ♣❛❣❡ ♦❢ ♦✉r r❡s❡❛r❝❤ ❣r♦✉♣ ❬✷✶❪✳
❚❤❡ ❡①♣r❡ss✐♦♥s ❛r❡ ❛❧s♦ ✐♠♣❧❡♠❡♥t❡❞ ✐♥ t❤❡ ❈❤❡❜❢✉♥ ♣❛❝❦❛❣❡ ✐♥ ▼❛t❧❛❜ ❢♦r ❝♦♠♣✉t✐♥❣ ✇✐t❤ ❢✉♥❝t✐♦♥s
✭s❡❡ ❬✷✹✱ ❧❛❣♣ts✳♠❪✮ ❛♥❞ ✐♥t♦ t❤❡ ❏✉❧✐❛ ♣❛❝❦❛❣❡ ❋❛st●❛✉ss◗✉❛❞r❛t✉r❡ ❬✷✺✱ ❣❛✉ss❧❛❣✉❡rr❡✳❥❧❪✱ ✐♥ ❜♦t❤ ❝❛s❡s
❢♦r t❤❡ ♣✉r♣♦s❡ ♦❢ ❝♦♥str✉❝t✐♥❣ ●❛✉ss✲▲❛❣✉❡rr❡ q✉❛❞r❛t✉r❡ r✉❧❡s ✇✐t❤ ❛ ❤✐❣❤ ♥✉♠❜❡r ♦❢ ♣♦✐♥ts ✐♥ ❧✐♥❡❛r
❝♦♠♣❧❡①✐t②✳ ❚❤✐s ❛♣♣r♦❛❝❤ ✐s ❝♦♠♣❛r❛❜❧❡ t♦ ❛ ♥✉♠❜❡r ♦❢ ♠♦❞❡r♥ ♥✉♠❡r✐❝❛❧ ♠❡t❤♦❞s ❢♦r ♦t❤❡r t②♣❡s ♦❢
●❛✉ss✐❛♥ q✉❛❞r❛t✉r❡✱ t❤❛t ❛r❡ ♦❢t❡♥ ❜❛s❡❞ ♦♥ ❛s②♠♣t♦t✐❝s ❛♥❞ t❤❛t ❧❡❛❞ t♦ ❛ ❧✐♥❡❛r ❝♦♠♣❧❡①✐t② ❛s ✇❡❧❧ ❬✶✷✱
✷✱ ✶✹✱ ✶❪✳ ❆ r❡❝❡♥t ♣❛♣❡r ❬✹❪ ❛❝❤✐❡✈❡s ❝♦♠♣❡t✐t✐✈❡ ♣❡r❢♦r♠❛♥❝❡ ✐♥ ❛ ❣❡♥❡r❛❧ ✇❛② ✈✐❛ ♥♦♥♦s❝✐❧❧❛t♦r② ♣❤❛s❡
❢✉♥❝t✐♦♥s✳ P♦t❡♥t✐❛❧ ✐♠♣r♦✈❡♠❡♥ts t♦ ♦✉r ❝♦❞❡ ✐♥ ❧✐❣❤t ♦❢ t❤✐s r❡s✉❧t ❛♥❞ ❛ ♠♦r❡ t❤♦r♦✉❣❤ ❞✐s❝✉ss✐♦♥ ♦❢ t❤❡
❝♦♥tr✐❜✉t✐♦♥s t♦ t❤❡ ❝♦♠♣✉t❛t✐♦♥ ♦❢ ●❛✉ss✐❛♥ q✉❛❞r❛t✉r❡ r✉❧❡s ❛r❡ ❢✉t✉r❡ r❡s❡❛r❝❤ t♦♣✐❝s✳ ❲❡ ❞♦ r❡♠❛r❦
❤❡r❡ t❤❛t t❤❡ ❝♦♥str✉❝t✐♦♥ ♦❢ ●❛✉ss✐❛♥ q✉❛❞r❛t✉r❡ r✉❧❡s r❡q✉✐r❡s t❤❡ ❞❡r✐✈❛t✐✈❡ ♦❢ t❤❡ ❛ss♦❝✐❛t❡❞ ♦rt❤♦♥♦r♠❛❧








n−1 (x)✱ ❞❡r✐✈❡❞ ❢r♦♠ ❬✶✾✱ ✶✽✳✾✳✷✸❪✳ ❆❧t❤♦✉❣❤ t❡❝❤♥✐❝❛❧✱ t❤❡ ❡①♣❛♥s✐♦♥s ❝❛♥
r❡❛❞✐❧② ❜❡ ❞✐✛❡r❡♥t✐❛t❡❞ ❢♦r ❣❡♥❡r❛❧ Q(x)✳ ❚❤✐s ♣❛♣❡r ❛✣r♠❛t✐✈❡❧② ❛♥s✇❡rs t❤❡ q✉❡st✐♦♥s r❛✐s❡❞ ✐♥ t❤❡
❝♦♥❝❧✉s✐♦♥s ♦❢ ❬✷✻❪✱ ♥❛♠❡❧② ✇❤❡t❤❡r t❤❡ ❘❍ ❛♣♣r♦❛❝❤ ❝❛♥ ❜❡ ❛♣♣❧✐❡❞ t♦ t❤❡ ❢❛st ❝♦♠♣✉t❛t✐♦♥ ♦❢ q✉❛❞r❛t✉r❡
r✉❧❡s ✇✐t❤ ❣❡♥❡r❛❧✐③❡❞ ▲❛❣✉❡rr❡ ✇❡✐❣❤ts ✭❢♦r t❤❡ ❏❛❝♦❜✐ ❝❛s❡✱ s❡❡ ❬✻❪✮✱ ❛♥❞ ✇❤❡t❤❡r ❤✐❣❤❡r ♦r❞❡r ❛s②♠♣t♦t✐❝
❡①♣❛♥s✐♦♥s ❝❛♥ ❜❡ ❝♦♠♣✉t❡❞ ❡✛❡❝t✐✈❡❧②✳
❆s ♠❡♥t✐♦♥❡❞✱ t❤❡ st❛♥❞❛r❞ ▲❛❣✉❡rr❡ ♣♦❧②♥♦♠✐❛❧s ❝♦rr❡s♣♦♥❞ t♦ Q(x) = x✱ ♦r ❡q✉✐✈❛❧❡♥t❧② qk ≡ 0✱
∀k 6= 1✱ ❛♥❞ q1 = 1✳ ❋♦r t❤✐s ❝❛s❡✱ ❛s②♠♣t♦t✐❝ ❡①♣❛♥s✐♦♥s ❛r❡ ❣✐✈❡♥ ✐♥ ❬✺❪ ✇✐t❤ ❡①♣❧✐❝✐t ❡①♣r❡ss✐♦♥s ❢♦r t❤❡ ✜rst
t❡r♠s✳ ❲❡ r❡❢❡r t❤❡ r❡❛❞❡r t♦ ❬✷✸✱ ✶✽❪ ❛♥❞ r❡❢❡r❡♥❝❡s t❤❡r❡✐♥ ❢♦r ♠♦r❡ r❡s✉❧ts ♦♥ ❛s②♠♣t♦t✐❝s ❢♦r t❤❡ st❛♥❞❛r❞
▲❛❣✉❡rr❡ ♣♦❧②♥♦♠✐❛❧s✳ ❆ r❡❝❡♥t s❝❤❡♠❡ ❢♦r t❤❡ ♥✉♠❡r✐❝❛❧ ❡✈❛❧✉❛t✐♦♥ ♦❢ ▲❛❣✉❡rr❡ ♣♦❧②♥♦♠✐❛❧s ♦❢ ❛♥② ❞❡❣r❡❡
✐s ❞❡s❝r✐❜❡❞ ✐♥ ❬✶✶❪✳
❆s ❛♥ ❡①❛♠♣❧❡✱ t❤❡ t②♣❡ ♦❢ ❡①♣❛♥s✐♦♥s ✐♥ t❤✐s ♣❛♣❡r ❤❛✈❡ t❤❡ ❢♦❧❧♦✇✐♥❣ ❢♦r♠✳ ❋♦r t❤❡ ♠♦♥✐❝ ▲❛❣✉❡rr❡
♣♦❧②♥♦♠✐❛❧ πn ♦❢ ❞❡❣r❡❡ n✱ ✇❡ ♦❜t❛✐♥✿








2−α cos(arccos(2z − 1)[1/2 + α/2]− n[2√(z)√1− z − 2 arccos(√z)]− π/4)




1− z − 2 arccos(√z)]− π/4)
)
.
❚❤✐s ✐s ❡①♣r❡ss✐♦♥ ✭✹✳✶✮ ♦❢ t❤❡ ♣❛♣❡r✱ s♣❡❝✐✜❡❞ t♦ t❤❡ st❛♥❞❛r❞ ❛ss♦❝✐❛t❡❞ ▲❛❣✉❡rr❡ ✇❡✐❣❤t w(x) = xαe−x✳ ■t ✐s
✈❛❧✐❞ ❢♦r x ∈ (0, 4n)✱ ✇❤❡r❡ x ✐s r❡❧❛t❡❞ t♦ z t❤r♦✉❣❤ t❤❡ ▼❘❙ ♥✉♠❜❡r βn = 4n✱ ✐✳❡✳✱ x = 4nz✳ ❚❤❡ ❡①♣❛♥s✐♦♥
✐ts❡❧❢ ❢♦❧❧♦✇s ❢r♦♠ s✉❜st✐t✉t✐♥❣ t❤❡ ❡①♣❛♥s✐♦♥ ♦❢ t❤❡ 2× 2 ♠❛tr✐① ❢✉♥❝t✐♦♥ Router(z)✳ ❚❤❡ ❧❡❛❞✐♥❣ ♦r❞❡r t❡r♠
✐s ♦❜t❛✐♥❡❞ ❢r♦♠ t❤❡ ✐❞❡♥t✐t② ♠❛tr✐① Router(z) = I✱ ❛♥❞ ❢✉rt❤❡r t❡r♠s ❛r❡ ❧✐st❡❞ ❡①♣❧✐❝✐t❧② ✐♥ ❆♣♣❡♥❞✐① ❆✳ ❲❡
♣r♦✈✐❞❡ ❢♦r♠✉❧❛s ❛♥❞ t❤❡✐r ✐♠♣❧❡♠❡♥t❛t✐♦♥ ❢♦r ❛♥ ❛r❜✐tr❛r② ♥✉♠❜❡r ♦❢ t❡r♠s ✐♥ t❤❡ ❛s②♠♣t♦t✐❝ ❡①♣❛♥s✐♦♥s✱
❛♥❞ ❝♦♠♣✉t❡ ✉♣ t♦ 50 t❡r♠s ✐♥ 32 s❡❝♦♥❞s ♦♥ t❤❡ ❛r❝❤✐t❡❝t✉r❡ ♠❡♥t✐♦♥❡❞ ✐♥ ➓ ✼✳✹✳
❚❤❡s❡ ❢♦r♠✉❧❛s ❝❛♥ ❛❧s♦ ❜❡ ❛♣♣❧✐❡❞ t♦ ♦❜t❛✐♥ ❛s②♠♣t♦t✐❝ ❡①♣❛♥s✐♦♥s ♦❢ ♦rt❤♦❣♦♥❛❧ ♣♦❧②♥♦♠✐❛❧s ✇✐t❤
❍❡r♠✐t❡✲t②♣❡ ✇❡✐❣❤ts ♦❢ t❤❡ ❢♦r♠ exp(−∑mk=0 qkx2k) ♦♥ (−∞,∞)✳ ■♥ ➓ ✼✳✷✱ ✇❡ s❤♦✇ t❤❛t t❤❡② ❝❛♥ ❜❡ ❣✐✈❡♥
✐♥ t❡r♠s ♦❢ ❛s②♠♣t♦t✐❝s ♦❢ ▲❛❣✉❡rr❡✲t②♣❡ ♣♦❧②♥♦♠✐❛❧s ✇✐t❤ α = ±1/2✱ ❡✈❛❧✉❛t❡❞ ✐♥ x2✳
❲❡ ❛✐♠ ❢♦r ❛ ❣❡♥❡r❛❧ ♥♦♥✲♣♦❧②♥♦♠✐❛❧ ✇❡✐❣❤t ❢✉♥❝t✐♦♥ Q(x)✱ t❤♦✉❣❤ ♦✉r r❡s✉❧ts ✐♥ t❤✐s ❝❛s❡ ❛r❡ t❤✉s ❢❛r ♥♦t
r✐❣♦r♦✉s❧② ✈❛❧✐❞✳ ■♥ ♣❛rt✐❝✉❧❛r✱ ✇❡ ❞♦ ♥♦t ♣r♦✈✐❞❡ ❡st✐♠❛t❡s ❢♦r t❤❡ r❡♠❛✐♥❞❡r t❡r♠✳ ❲❡ ❞♦ ♣r♦✈✐❞❡ ♥✉♠❡r✐❝❛❧
✐♥❞✐❝❛t✐♦♥s t❤❛t t❤❡ ❡①♣❛♥s✐♦♥s ❝♦♥✈❡r❣❡ ❛t t❤❡ ❡①♣❡❝t❡❞ r❛t❡ ❢♦r ✐♥❝r❡❛s✐♥❣ n✳ ■♥s♣✐r❡❞ ❜② t❤❡ r❡q✉✐r❡♠❡♥ts
❢♦r t❤❡ ❏❛❝♦❜✐ ❝❛s❡ ❬✻❪ ❛♥❞ t❤❡ t❡❝❤♥✐❝❛❧ ❝♦♥❞✐t✐♦♥s ♦♥ Q(x) ✐♥ ❬✶✼✱ ➓✶❪✱ ✇❡ ❝♦♥❥❡❝t✉r❡ t❤❛t t❤❡ ❡①♣❛♥s✐♦♥s ✐♥
t❤✐s ♣❛♣❡r ❛r❡ ✈❛❧✐❞ ❛s ❧♦♥❣ ❛s Q(x) ✐s ❛♥❛❧②t✐❝ ✇✐t❤✐♥ t❤❡ ❝♦♥t♦✉rs ❞❡✜♥❡❞ ❢✉rt❤❡r ♦♥ ❛♥❞ Q(x) ❣r♦✇s ❢❛st❡r
t❤❛♥ ♣♦✇❡rs ♦❢ log(x) ❢♦r x→∞✳
❚❤❡ str✉❝t✉r❡ ♦❢ t❤❡ ♣❛♣❡r ✐s ❛s ❢♦❧❧♦✇s✳ ■♥ ➓ ✷✱ ✇❡ ❝♦♥♥❡❝t t❤❡ ❘✐❡♠❛♥♥✲❍✐❧❜❡rt ♣r♦❜❧❡♠ ❢♦r ♦rt❤♦❣♦♥❛❧
♣♦❧②♥♦♠✐❛❧s t❤❛t ✐s ❛♥❛❧②③❡❞ ✐♥ ❬✷✽❪ ✇✐t❤ t❤❡ ❡①♣❛♥s✐♦♥ ♦❢ ❛ 2 × 2 ♠❛tr✐①✲✈❛❧✉❡❞ ❢✉♥❝t✐♦♥ R ❛♥❞ ✐♥tr♦❞✉❝❡
s♦♠❡ ♥♦t❛t✐♦♥✳ ❲❡ ❞❡t❛✐❧ t❤❡ ▼❤❛s❦❛r✲❘❛❦❤♠❛♥♦✈✲❙❛✛ ✭▼❘❙✮ ♥✉♠❜❡rs βn ❛♥❞ t❤❡✐r ❛s②♠♣t♦t✐❝ ❡①♣❛♥s✐♦♥s
❢♦r ❧❛r❣❡ n ✐♥ ➓✸✳ ❚❤❡ ❢♦r♠✉❧❛s ❢♦r t❤❡ ❛s②♠♣t♦t✐❝ ❡①♣❛♥s✐♦♥s ♦❢ t❤❡ ♣♦❧②♥♦♠✐❛❧s ✐♥ t❤❡ ❞✐✛❡r❡♥t r❡❣✐♦♥s ♦❢
t❤❡ ❝♦♠♣❧❡① ♣❧❛♥❡ ❛r❡ st❛t❡❞ ✐♥ ➓✹✳ ❲❡ ❡①♣❧❛✐♥ t❤❡ ❝♦♠♣✉t❛t✐♦♥ ♦❢ ❤✐❣❤❡r ♦r❞❡r t❡r♠s ♦❢ R ✐♥ ➓✺ ❛♥❞ ♣r♦✈✐❞❡
❛ ♥♦♥✲r❡❝✉rs✐✈❡ ❞❡✜♥✐t✐♦♥ ❢♦r R✳ ❉❡t❛✐❧s ♦♥ ♦❜t❛✐♥✐♥❣ ❡①♣❧✐❝✐t ❡①♣r❡ss✐♦♥s ❢♦r ❤✐❣❤❡r ♦r❞❡r t❡r♠s ❛r❡ ♣r♦✈✐❞❡❞
✐♥ ➓✻✳ ❲❡ ❝♦♥❝❧✉❞❡ t❤❡ ♣❛♣❡r ✇✐t❤ ❛ ♥✉♠❜❡r ♦❢ ❡①❛♠♣❧❡s ❛♥❞ ♥✉♠❡r✐❝❛❧ r❡s✉❧ts ✐♥ ➓✼✳
✷ ❆s②♠♣t♦t✐❝ ❡①♣❛♥s✐♦♥s ❢♦r ▲❛❣✉❡rr❡✕t②♣❡ ♣♦❧②♥♦♠✐❛❧s
❚❤❡ ❧❛r❣❡st r♦♦t ♦❢ ❛ ▲❛❣✉❡rr❡✲t②♣❡ ♣♦❧②♥♦♠✐❛❧ pn(x) ❣r♦✇s ✇✐t❤ t❤❡ ❞❡❣r❡❡ n✳ ❋♦r ❡①❛♠♣❧❡✱ ✐t ❛s②♠♣t♦t✐❝❛❧❧②
❜❡❤❛✈❡s ❛s 4n+2α+2+22/3a1(4n+2α+2)
1/3 ❢♦r t❤❡ st❛♥❞❛r❞ ❛ss♦❝✐❛t❡❞ ▲❛❣✉❡rr❡ ♣♦❧②♥♦♠✐❛❧s✱ ✇✐t❤ a1 t❤❡
✭♥❡❣❛t✐✈❡✮ ③❡r♦ ♦❢ t❤❡ ❆✐r② ❢✉♥❝t✐♦♥ ❝❧♦s❡st t♦ ③❡r♦✱ s❡❡ ❬✶✾✱ ✷✵✱ ✭✶✽✳✶✻✳✶✹✮❪ ❛♥❞ ❬✷✷✱ ✭✻✳✸✷✳✹✮❪✳ ❚❤❡ ✜rst st❡♣ ✐♥
t❤❡ ❞❡s❝r✐♣t✐♦♥ ♦❢ t❤❡ ❛s②♠♣t♦t✐❝s ✐s t♦ r❡s❝❛❧❡ t❤❡ ♣♦❧②♥♦♠✐❛❧s✱ s✉❝❤ t❤❛t t❤❡ s✉♣♣♦rt ♦❢ t❤❡ ③❡r♦✲❝♦✉♥t✐♥❣
♠❡❛s✉r❡ ♠❛♣s t♦ t❤❡ ✐♥t❡r✈❛❧ [0, 1]✳ ❚❤❡ s❝❛❧✐♥❣ ✐s ❧✐♥❡❛r ❜✉t n✲❞❡♣❡♥❞❡♥t ❛♥❞ ❣✐✈❡♥ ❜②
x = βnz, ✭✷✳✶✮









❋✐❣✉r❡ ✶✿ ❘❡❣✐♦♥s ♦❢ t❤❡ ❝♦♠♣❧❡① ♣❧❛♥❡ ✐♥ ✇❤✐❝❤ t❤❡ ♣♦❧②♥♦♠✐❛❧s ❤❛✈❡ ❞✐✛❡r❡♥t ❛s②♠♣t♦t✐❝ ❡①♣❛♥s✐♦♥s✱ ❛❢t❡r
r❡s❝❛❧✐♥❣ t❤❡ s✉♣♣♦rt ♦❢ t❤❡ ③❡r♦✲❝♦✉♥t✐♥❣ ♠❡❛s✉r❡ t♦ t❤❡ ✐♥t❡r✈❛❧ [0, 1]✿ t❤❡ ❧❡♥s ✭■✱ ❛ ❝♦♠♣❧❡① ♥❡✐❣❤❜♦✉r❤♦♦❞
♦❢ t❤❡ ✐♥t❡r✈❛❧ (0, 1) ❡①❝❧✉❞✐♥❣ t❤❡ ❡♥❞♣♦✐♥ts✮✱ t❤❡ ♦✉t❡r r❡❣✐♦♥ ✭■■✱ t❤❡ r❡♠❛✐♥❞❡r ♦❢ t❤❡ ❝♦♠♣❧❡① ♣❧❛♥❡✮ ❛♥❞
t❤❡ r✐❣❤t ❛♥❞ ❧❡❢t ❞✐s❦s ✭■■■ ❛♥❞ ■❱✱ t✇♦ ❞✐s❦s ❛r♦✉♥❞ t❤❡ ❡♥❞♣♦✐♥ts 0 ❛♥❞ 1✮✳
❚❤❡r❡ ✐s ❛ ❞✐st✐♥❝t✐♦♥ ❜❡t✇❡❡♥ s❡✈❡r❛❧ r❡❣✐♦♥s ✐♥ t❤❡ ❝♦♠♣❧❡① z✲♣❧❛♥❡✱ s❤♦✇♥ ✐♥ ❋✐❣✉r❡ ✶✿
• ❛ ❝♦♠♣❧❡① ♥❡✐❣❤❜♦✉r❤♦♦❞ ♦❢ t❤❡ ✐♥t❡r✈❛❧ (0, 1) ❡①❝❧✉❞✐♥❣ t❤❡ ❡♥❞♣♦✐♥ts✱ s✉❜s❡q✉❡♥t❧② ❝❛❧❧❡❞ t❤❡ ❵❧❡♥s✬
✭r❡❣✐♦♥ ■✮
• t✇♦ ❞✐s❦s ❛r♦✉♥❞ t❤❡ ❡♥❞♣♦✐♥ts 1 ❛♥❞ 0✱ ❝❛❧❧❡❞ t❤❡ r✐❣❤t ❛♥❞ ❧❡❢t ❞✐s❦ ✭r❡❣✐♦♥s ■■■ ❛♥❞ ■❱✮
• ❛♥❞ t❤❡ r❡♠❛✐♥❞❡r ♦❢ t❤❡ ❝♦♠♣❧❡① ♣❧❛♥❡✱ t❤❡ ❵♦✉t❡r r❡❣✐♦♥✬ ✭r❡❣✐♦♥ ■■✮✳
✷✳✶ ❘✐❡♠❛♥♥✕❍✐❧❜❡rt ❢♦r♠✉❧❛t✐♦♥ ❛♥❞ st❡❡♣❡st ❞❡s❝❡♥t ❛♥❛❧②s✐s
■♥ t❤✐s s❡❝t✐♦♥✱ ✇❡ ❜r✐❡✢② s✉♠♠❛r✐③❡ t❤❡ ♠❛✐♥ ❢❡❛t✉r❡s ♦❢ t❤❡ ❞❡r✐✈❛t✐♦♥ ✐♥ ❬✷✽❪✳ ❚❤❡ ❛♣♣r♦❛❝❤ ✐s ❜❛s❡❞ ♦♥
t❤❡ ❘✐❡♠❛♥♥✕❍✐❧❜❡rt ❢♦r♠✉❧❛t✐♦♥ ❢♦r ♦rt❤♦❣♦♥❛❧ ♣♦❧②♥♦♠✐❛❧s ❬✶✵❪✿ ✇❡ s❡❡❦ ❛ 2 × 2 ❝♦♠♣❧❡① ♠❛tr✐①✲✈❛❧✉❡❞
❢✉♥❝t✐♦♥ Y (z) t❤❛t s❛t✐s✜❡s t❤❡ ❢♦❧❧♦✇✐♥❣ ❘✐❡♠❛♥♥✕❍✐❧❜❡rt ♣r♦❜❧❡♠ ✭❘❍P✮✱ ❝❢✳ ❬✷✽✱ ➓✸❪✿
✭❛✮ Y ✿ C \ [0,∞)→ C2×2 ✐s ❛♥❛❧②t✐❝✳
✭❜✮ Y (z) ❤❛s ❝♦♥t✐♥✉♦✉s ❜♦✉♥❞❛r② ✈❛❧✉❡s Y±(x)✱ ✇❤❡♥ ❣♦✐♥❣ ❢r♦♠ t❤❡ ✉♣♣❡r ❤❛❧❢✲♣❧❛♥❡ t❤r♦✉❣❤ t❤❡ ✐♥t❡r✈❛❧












= I +O (1z ) , z →∞✳
✭❞✮ ❚❤❡ ❜❡❤❛✈✐♦✉r ❛s z → 0 ✐s ❛❧s♦ s♣❡❝✐✜❡❞✱ s❡❡ ❬✷✽✱ ✭✸✳✸✮❪✳


















❍❡r❡✱ t❤❡ Y11 ❡♥tr② ✐s t❤❡ ♠♦♥✐❝ ♦rt❤♦❣♦♥❛❧ ♣♦❧②♥♦♠✐❛❧✳ ❚❤❡ Y21 ❡♥tr② r❡❧❛t❡s t♦ t❤❡ ♣♦❧②♥♦♠✐❛❧ ♦❢ ❞❡❣r❡❡
n− 1✱ ✇❤✐❧❡ t❤❡ s❡❝♦♥❞ ❝♦❧✉♠♥ ❝♦♥t❛✐♥s t❤❡ ❈❛✉❝❤② tr❛♥s❢♦r♠s ♦❢ ❜♦t❤ ♦❢ t❤❡s❡ ♣♦❧②♥♦♠✐❛❧s✳ ◆♦t❡ t❤❛t t❤❡
✇❡✐❣❤t ❢✉♥❝t✐♦♥ ♦❢ t❤❡ ♦rt❤♦❣♦♥❛❧ ♣♦❧②♥♦♠✐❛❧s ❡♥t❡rs t❤r♦✉❣❤ t❤❡ ❥✉♠♣ ❝♦♥❞✐t✐♦♥ ✐♥ ✭❜✮✳
■♥ ♦r❞❡r t♦ ♦❜t❛✐♥ t❤❡ ❧❛r❣❡ n ❛s②♠♣t♦t✐❝ ❜❡❤❛✈✐♦r ♦❢ pn(x)✱ t❤❡ ❘✐❡♠❛♥♥✕❍✐❧❜❡rt ❢♦r♠✉❧❛t✐♦♥ ✐s ❝♦♠❜✐♥❡❞
✇✐t❤ t❤❡ ❉❡✐❢t✕❩❤♦✉ st❡❡♣❡st ❞❡s❝❡♥t ♠❡t❤♦❞ ❢♦r ❘✐❡♠❛♥♥✕❍✐❧❜❡rt ♣r♦❜❧❡♠s ❬✽✱ ✾❪✳ ■♥ t❤✐s ❝❛s❡✱ t❤❡ st❡❡♣❡st
❞❡s❝❡♥t ❛♥❛❧②s✐s ♣r❡s❡♥t❡❞ ✐♥ ❬✷✽❪ ❝♦♥s✐sts ♦❢ t❤❡ ❢♦❧❧♦✇✐♥❣ s❡q✉❡♥❝❡ ♦❢ ✭❡①♣❧✐❝✐t ❛♥❞ ✐♥✈❡rt✐❜❧❡✮ tr❛♥s❢♦r♠❛t✐♦♥s✿
Y (z) 7→ T (z) 7→ S(z) 7→ R(z).
❚❤❡s❡ st❡♣s ❤❛✈❡ ❛ ✇❡❧❧✲❞❡✜♥❡❞ ✐♥t❡r♣r❡t❛t✐♦♥✿
• ❚❤❡ ✜rst st❡♣ ✐s ❛ ♥♦r♠❛❧✐③❛t✐♦♥ ❛t ✐♥✜♥✐t②✱ s✉❝❤ t❤❛t
T (z) = I +O(1/z), z →∞.
❚❤✐s st❡♣ ❝♦♠❡s ❛t t❤❡ ❝♦st ♦❢ ✐♥tr♦❞✉❝✐♥❣ r❛♣✐❞❧② ♦s❝✐❧❧❛t✐♥❣ ❡♥tr✐❡s ✐♥ t❤❡ ♥❡✇ ❥✉♠♣ ♠❛tr✐① ❢♦r t❤❡
❘✐❡♠❛♥♥✲❍✐❧❜❡rt ♣r♦❜❧❡♠ ❢♦r T ✳
• ❚❤❡ s❡❝♦♥❞ st❡♣ ✐s t❤❡ ♦♣❡♥✐♥❣ ♦❢ t❤❡ s♦✲❝❛❧❧❡❞ ❧❡♥s ❛r♦✉♥❞ [0, 1]✿ ✐t ❢❛❝t♦r✐③❡s t❤❡ ♣r❡✈✐♦✉s ❥✉♠♣ ♠❛tr✐①
s✉❝❤ t❤❛t S(z) = T (z) ♦✉ts✐❞❡ ♦❢ t❤❡ ❧❡♥s ✐♥ ❋✐❣✉r❡ ✶✱ ✇❤✐❧❡ S(z) ✐s ❡①♣♦♥❡♥t✐❛❧❧② ❝❧♦s❡ t♦ T (z) ✐♥ n ✐♥
t❤❡ ✉♣♣❡r ❛♥❞ ❧♦✇❡r ♣❛rt ♦❢ t❤❡ ❧❡♥s✳ ❚❤❡ s❤❛♣❡ ♦❢ t❤❡ ❧❡♥s ✐s s✉❝❤ t❤❛t t❤❡ ♦s❝✐❧❧❛t✐♥❣ ❡♥tr✐❡s ♦♥ t❤❡
❞✐❛❣♦♥❛❧ ✐♥ t❤❡ ❥✉♠♣ ♠❛tr✐① ❛r❡ tr❛♥s❢♦r♠❡❞ ✐♥t♦ ❡①♣♦♥❡♥t✐❛❧❧② ❞❡❝❛②✐♥❣ ♦✛✲❞✐❛❣♦♥❛❧ ❡♥tr✐❡s✳





−1, ❢♦r ③ ❝❧♦s❡ t♦ 1,
P˜n(z)
−1, ❢♦r ③ ❝❧♦s❡ t♦ 0,
P (∞)(z)−1, ❡❧s❡✇❤❡r❡✳
✭✷✳✷✮
❍❡r❡✱ ❛ ❣❧♦❜❛❧ ♣❛r❛♠❡tr✐① P (∞)(z) ✐s ✐♥tr♦❞✉❝❡❞ ❛♥❞ ❝♦♥str✉❝t❡❞ ✉s✐♥❣ t❤❡ ❙③❡❣➤ ❢✉♥❝t✐♦♥ zα/2ϕ(z)−α/2✭t♦
❜❡ ❞❡✜♥❡❞ ❜❡❧♦✇✮✳ Pn(z) ❛♥❞ P˜n(z) ❛r❡ ❧♦❝❛❧ ♣❛r❛♠❡tr✐❝❡s t❤❛t ❢♦❧❧♦✇ ❢r♦♠ ❛ r❛t❤❡r ✐♥✈♦❧✈❡❞ ❧♦❝❛❧ ❛♥❛❧✲
②s✐s ❛r♦✉♥❞ t❤❡ ❡♥❞♣♦✐♥ts✳ ❲❡ ♦♠✐t t❤❡ ❞❡t❛✐❧s✱ ❜✉t ✇❡ ♥♦t❡ t❤❛t P˜n(z) ✐s ❣✐✈❡♥ ❡①♣❧✐❝✐t❧② ✐♥ t❡r♠s
♦❢ st❛♥❞❛r❞ ❇❡ss❡❧ ❛♥❞ ❍❛♥❦❡❧ ❢✉♥❝t✐♦♥s ❛♥❞ t❤❡✐r ❞❡r✐✈❛t✐✈❡s✳ ❚❤❡ ♣r❡❝✐s❡ ❝❤♦✐❝❡ ♦❢ t❤❡s❡ ❢✉♥❝t✐♦♥s
✐s ♠❛❞❡ ✐♥ s✉❝❤ ❛ ✇❛② t❤❛t P˜n(z) s❛t✐s✜❡s ❛ ♠❛t❝❤✐♥❣ ❝♦♥❞✐t✐♦♥ ✇✐t❤ t❤❡ ❣❧♦❜❛❧ ♣❛r❛♠❡tr✐① ♦♥ t❤❡






✇❤❡r❡ ∆left(z) ✇✐❧❧ ❜❡ ❞❡✜♥❡❞ ✐♥ ➓ ✺✳✶ ❛s t❤❡ ❥✉♠♣ ♠❛tr✐① ❢♦r R(z)✳ ❆ s✐♠✐❧❛r ❝♦♥str✉❝t✐♦♥ ②✐❡❧❞s ❡①♣❧✐❝✐t
❡①♣r❡ss✐♦♥s ❢♦r Pn(z) ✐♥ t❡r♠s ♦❢ t❤❡ ❆✐r② ❢✉♥❝t✐♦♥ ❛♥❞ ✐ts ❞❡r✐✈❛t✐✈❡✳ ❙✐♥❝❡ ✇❡ ❦♥♦✇ Pn(z)✱ P˜n(z) ❛♥❞
P (∞)(z) ❡①♣❧✐❝✐t❧②✱ ✇❡ ❝❛♥ ❞❡t❡r♠✐♥❡ t❤❡ ❛s②♠♣t♦t✐❝ ❡①♣❛♥s✐♦♥ ♦❢ ∆right/left(z) ✐♥ ❛ ❝❧♦s❡❞ ❢♦r♠✉❧❛✳
❚❤❡ ❦❡② ✐❞❡❛ ✐s t❤❛t t❤❡ ❘✐❡♠❛♥♥✕❍✐❧❜❡rt ♣r♦❜❧❡♠ ❢♦r R(z) ❝❛♥ ❜❡ s♦❧✈❡❞ ❡①♣❧✐❝✐t❧② ✐♥ ❛♥ ❛s②♠♣t♦t✐❝
s❡♥s❡ ❢♦r ❧❛r❣❡ n✿ ✐t ❝❛♥ ❜❡ ❞❡❞✉❝❡❞ t❤❛t t❤❡ ♠❛tr✐① R(z) ✐s ✐ts❡❧❢ ❝❧♦s❡ t♦ t❤❡ ✐❞❡♥t✐t②






✉♥✐❢♦r♠❧② ❢♦r z ∈ C \ ΣR✳ ❍❡r❡✱ ΣR ✐s ❛ ❝♦♥t♦✉r t❤❛t r❡s✉❧ts ❢r♦♠ t❤❡ s❡q✉❡♥❝❡ ♦❢ tr❛♥s❢♦r♠❛t✐♦♥s ♦✉t❧✐♥❡❞
❜❡❢♦r❡✱ ❛♥❞ ❝♦♥s✐sts ♦❢ t❤❡ ❜♦✉♥❞❛r✐❡s ♦❢ t❤❡ r❡❣✐♦♥s ✐♥ ❋✐❣✉r❡ ✶✳ ■❢ ✇❡ ♠❛t❝❤ ❛❧❧ ♣♦✇❡rs ♦❢ z ❛♥❞ n ✐♥ ✭✷✳✷✮
✈✐❛ ∆
right/left
k (z)✱ ✇❡ ♦❜t❛✐♥ ❤✐❣❤❡r ♦r❞❡r t❡r♠s ✐♥ t❤❡ ❛s②♠♣t♦t✐❝ ❡①♣❛♥s✐♦♥s✱ ✇❤✐❝❤ ✐s ❡①❛❝t❧② t❤❡ t❡❝❤♥✐q✉❡
♦✉t❧✐♥❡❞ ✐♥ ➓ ✺✳ ❋✐♥❛❧❧②✱ r❡✈❡rs✐♥❣ t❤❡s❡ tr❛♥s❢♦r♠❛t✐♦♥s ✭s✐♥❝❡ t❤❡ ❞✐✛❡r❡♥t ❘❍P ❛r❡ ❡q✉✐✈❛❧❡♥t✮✱ ♦♥❡ ❝❛♥
♦❜t❛✐♥ ❛s②♠♣t♦t✐❝ ✐♥❢♦r♠❛t✐♦♥ ❢♦r Y (z) ❛s n→∞ ✐♥ ❞✐✛❡r❡♥t s❡❝t♦rs ♦❢ t❤❡ ❝♦♠♣❧❡① ♣❧❛♥❡✱ ❛♥❞ ✐♥ ♣❛rt✐❝✉❧❛r
♦❢ t❤❡ (1, 1) ❡♥tr②✳
✺
✷✳✷ ❚❤❡ ❢✉♥❝t✐♦♥ R(z) ✐♥ t❤❡ ❝♦♠♣❧❡① ♣❧❛♥❡
❚❤❡ ❢✉♥❝t✐♦♥ R(z) ✐s ❛ 2× 2 ♠❛tr✐① ❝♦♠♣❧❡①✕✈❛❧✉❡❞ ❢✉♥❝t✐♦♥✱ ❛♥❛❧②t✐❝ ✭❡❧❡♠❡♥t✲✇✐s❡✮ ✐♥ C \ ΣR✱ ✇❤❡r❡ ΣR
❝♦♥s✐sts ♦❢ t❤❡ ❜♦✉♥❞❛r✐❡s ♦❢ t❤❡ r❡❣✐♦♥s ✐♥ ❋✐❣✉r❡ ✶✳ ❆❧s♦✱ Rk(z) = O(1/z) ❢♦r z → ∞✳ ❋✐♥❛❧❧②✱ ❛s n → ∞
❢♦r ♣♦❧②♥♦♠✐❛❧ Q(x) ✇✐t❤ ❞❡❣r❡❡ m ❛♥❞ ✐♥❞❡♣❡♥❞❡♥t ♦❢ n✱ t❤❡r❡ ❡①✐st ❢✉♥❝t✐♦♥s Rk(z) s✉❝❤ t❤❛t t❤❡ ❢✉♥❝t✐♦♥
R(z) ❛❞♠✐ts ❛♥ ❛s②♠♣t♦t✐❝ ❡①♣❛♥s✐♦♥ ♦❢ t❤❡ ❢♦r♠








❲❡ ♦❜t❛✐♥ ❞✐✛❡r❡♥t ❡①♣r❡ss✐♦♥s ❢♦r Rk(z) ❞❡♣❡♥❞✐♥❣ ♦♥ t❤❡ r❡❣✐♦♥ ✐♥ ✇❤✐❝❤ z ❧✐❡s✳ ❲❡ ✇✐❧❧ ✇r✐t❡ R
right
k (z)
❛♥❞ Rleftk (z) t♦ r❡❢❡r t♦ t❤❡ ❝♦❡✣❝✐❡♥ts ❢♦r z ♥❡❛r 1 ❛♥❞ 0 r❡s♣❡❝t✐✈❡❧②✱ ❛♥❞ R
outer
k (z) t♦ ✐♥❞✐❝❛t❡ t❤❡ ❝♦❡✣❝✐❡♥ts
❢♦r z ♦✉ts✐❞❡ t❤❡s❡ t✇♦ ❞✐s❦s✳ ❖✉r ❢♦r♠✉❧❛s ❢♦r t❤❡ ❛s②♠♣t♦t✐❝ ❡①♣❛♥s✐♦♥s ❛r❡ ✇r✐tt❡♥ ✐♥ t❡r♠s ♦❢ t❤❡s❡
❢✉♥❝t✐♦♥s✳ ❖♥❡ ♠❛② s✐♠♣❧② s✉❜st✐t✉t❡ R(z) = I t♦ ♦❜t❛✐♥ t❤❡ ❧❡❛❞✐♥❣ ♦r❞❡r ❜❡❤❛✈✐♦✉r ♦❢ t❤❡ ❡①♣❛♥s✐♦♥✳
❍✐❣❤❡r✲♦r❞❡r ❡①♣❛♥s✐♦♥s ❛r❡ ♦❜t❛✐♥❡❞ ✈✐❛ r❡❝✉rs✐✈❡ ❝♦♠♣✉t❛t✐♦♥ ♦❢ t❤❡ Rk(z) ✐♥ ➓✺✱ ♦r ❛❧t❡r♥❛t✐✈❡❧② ✉s✐♥❣ t❤❡
❡①♣❧✐❝✐t ❡①♣r❡ss✐♦♥s ❧✐st❡❞ ✐♥ ➓❆✳
✷✳✸ ❆✉①✐❧✐❛r② ❢✉♥❝t✐♦♥s


































❛♥❞ ✇❡ ✇✐❧❧ ❛❧s♦ ✉s❡ t❤❡ P♦❝❤❤❛♠♠❡r s②♠❜♦❧ ♦r r✐s✐♥❣ ❢❛❝t♦r✐❛❧
(n)j = n(n+ 1) · · · (n+ j − 1).
❲❡ ✇✐❧❧ ❞❡✜♥❡ t❤❡ ▼❘❙ ♥✉♠❜❡r βn ❛♥❞ t❤❡ ❛ss♦❝✐❛t❡❞ q✉❛♥t✐t✐❡s hn(z), Hn(z) ❛♥❞ ln ✐♥ ➓ ✸✳✷✳ ❚❤❡
❝♦rr❡s♣♦♥❞✐♥❣ s❝❛❧✐♥❣ ✭✷✳✶✮ ❣✐✈❡s r✐s❡ t♦ t❤❡ r❡s❝❛❧❡❞ ✜❡❧❞ Vn(z)✿
Vn(z) = Q(βnz)/n.
❲❡ ❛❧s♦ ❞❡✜♥❡ t❤❡ ❢♦❧❧♦✇✐♥❣ ❢✉♥❝t✐♦♥s✿
θ(z) =
{
1, arg(z − 1) > 0,














φ¯n(z) = ξn(z)/2− πi/2. ✭✷✳✺✮
❚❤❡ ❢✉♥❝t✐♦♥ θ(z) ✐s ♥♦♥✲st❛♥❞❛r❞ ✐♥ ❧✐t❡r❛t✉r❡ ♦♥ ❛s②♠♣t♦t✐❝s✱ ❜✉t ✐t ✐s ✐♥tr♦❞✉❝❡❞ ❤❡r❡ ❜❡❝❛✉s❡ ✐t ❛❧❧♦✇s
t❤❡ st❛t❡♠❡♥t ♦❢ ❛♥❛❧②t✐❝ ❝♦♥t✐♥✉❛t✐♦♥s ♦❢ s♦♠❡ ❢✉♥❝t✐♦♥s ✉s✐♥❣ st❛♥❞❛r❞ ❜r❛♥❝❤ ❝✉ts✳ ❲❡ ❛ss✉♠❡ st❛♥❞❛r❞
❜r❛♥❝❤ ❝✉ts ♦❢ ❛❧❧ ❛♥❛❧②t✐❝ ❢✉♥❝t✐♦♥s ✐♥ t❤✐s ♣❛♣❡r✱ s✉❝❤ t❤❛t t❤❡ ❢♦r♠✉❧❛s ❛r❡ ❡❛s✐❧② ✐♠♣❧❡♠❡♥t❡❞✳ ❖♥❡ ♠❛②
✻
❝❛❧❧ ξn(z)✱ fn(z) ❛♥❞ φ¯n(z) ♣❤❛s❡ ❢✉♥❝t✐♦♥s ❢♦r t❤❡ ♦rt❤♦♥♦r♠❛❧ ♣♦❧②♥♦♠✐❛❧s✳ ❚❤❡② s♣❡❝✐❢② t❤❡ ♦s❝✐❧❧❛t♦r②
❜❡❤❛✈✐♦✉r ♦❢ pn(x) ❢♦r z r❡s♣❡❝t✐✈❡❧② ❛✇❛② ❢r♦♠ t❤❡ ❡♥❞♣♦✐♥ts✱ ♥❡❛r 1 ❛♥❞ ♥❡❛r 0✳ ❍❡r❡✱ t♦♦✱ ♦♥❡ ❝❛♥ ❛✈♦✐❞
s♣❡❝✐❢②✐♥❣ s❡❧❡❝t ❜r❛♥❝❤ ❝✉ts ❜② ♥♦t s✐♠♣❧✐❢②✐♥❣ t❤❡ ❞❡✜♥✐t✐♦♥ ♦❢ fn(z)✳ ❚❤❡ ❢✉♥❝t✐♦♥ φ¯n(z) ❝♦rr❡s♣♦♥❞s t♦√
ϕ˜n(z) ✐♥ ❬✷✽❪ ❛♥❞ ✐s ✉s❡❞ ❢♦r t❤❡ ❛♥❛❧②t✐❝ ❝♦♥t✐♥✉❛t✐♦♥ ♦❢ t❤❡ ♣♦❧②♥♦♠✐❛❧ ✐♥ t❤❡ ❧❡❢t ❞✐s❦✳
❚❤❡ ❝♦♥❢♦r♠❛❧ ♠❛♣ ϕ(z) ❢r♦♠ C\ [0, 1] ♦♥t♦ t❤❡ ❡①t❡r✐♦r ♦❢ t❤❡ ✉♥✐t ❝✐r❝❧❡ ✐s ✉s❡❞ ✐♥ t❤❡ ❣❧♦❜❛❧ ♣❛r❛♠❡tr✐①
P (∞)(z)✱ ✇❤✐❝❤ ❞❡t❡r♠✐♥❡s t❤❡ ❜❡❤❛✈✐♦✉r ♦❢ pn(x) ❛✇❛② ❢r♦♠ x = 0 ❛♥❞ βn✿







































2 − (2n− 1)2), m > 0.
✸ ▼❘❙ ♥✉♠❜❡rs ❛♥❞ r❡❧❛t❡❞ ❢✉♥❝t✐♦♥s







βn − xdx. ✭✸✳✶✮
❲❡ ✇✐❧❧ ❡①♣❧❛✐♥ ❤♦✇ t♦ ❝♦♠♣✉t❡ t❤❡s❡ ❛♥❞ q✉❛♥t✐t✐❡s ❞❡♣❡♥❞❡♥t ♦♥ t❤❡♠ ❢♦r ✈❛r✐♦✉s t②♣❡s ♦❢Q(x)✿ ♠♦♥♦♠✐❛❧s✱
♠♦r❡ ❣❡♥❡r❛❧ ♣♦❧②♥♦♠✐❛❧s ❛♥❞ ♠♦r❡ ❣❡♥❡r❛❧ ❛♥❛❧②t✐❝ ❢✉♥❝t✐♦♥s✳
✸✳✶ ▼♦♥♦♠✐❛❧ Q(x)
■❢ Q(x) ✐s ♠♦♥♦♠✐❛❧ ✭Q(x) = qmx




❲❡ ❛❧s♦ r❡❝❛❧❧ ❢r♦♠ ❬✷✽❪ t❤❡ ❝♦❡✣❝✐❡♥ts ln ❛♥❞ ♣♦❧②♥♦♠✐❛❧s Hn ✇✐t❤ ❛ s❧✐❣❤t ❛❞❥✉st♠❡♥t ❢♦r ln✿
ln =− 2/m− 4 ln(2)− q0/n,
Hn(z) =
4






■♥ t❤❡ ❝❧❛ss✐❝❛❧ ▲❛❣✉❡rr❡ ❝❛s❡ ✇❤❡r❡ w(x) = xαe−x✱ ✇❡ ❤❛✈❡
Hn(z) = 4,
βn = 4n.
❚❤❡ ❧❛tt❡r ✈❛❧✉❡ ❢♦r βn ✐s ✇❡❧❧✲❦♥♦✇♥ ❛♥❞ ✐t ✐♠♣❧✐❡s t❤❛t t❤❡ ❧❛r❣❡st r♦♦t ♦❢ t❤❡ ▲❛❣✉❡rr❡ ♣♦❧②♥♦♠✐❛❧ ♦❢ ❞❡❣r❡❡
n ❣r♦✇s ❛♣♣r♦①✐♠❛t❡❧② ❧✐❦❡ 4n✳
✼
✸✳✷ ●❡♥❡r❛❧ ♣♦❧②♥♦♠✐❛❧ Q(x)

































❖♥❡ ✉s❡s t❤❡ r❡s✉❧t ❬✷✽✱ ✭✸✳✽✮❪
β1,0 = (mqmAm/2)
−1/m, ✭✸✳✻✮

























❢♦r j = 1 ❛♥❞ s♦ ♦♥✳ ❲❡ s❡❡ t❤❛t q0 ❞♦❡s ♥♦t ✐♥✢✉❡♥❝❡ t❤❡ ▼❘❙ ♥✉♠❜❡r✱ s✐♥❝❡ ✐t ♦♥❧② r❡s❝❛❧❡s t❤❡ ✇❡✐❣❤t
❢✉♥❝t✐♦♥✳ ❚❤❡ ❝♦♥str✉❝t✐♦♥ ♦❢ βn ❢r♦♠ t❤✐s s❡❝t✐♦♥ s❛t✐s✜❡s t❤❡ ❝♦♥❞✐t✐♦♥ ✭✸✳✶✮ ❛s②♠♣t♦t✐❝❛❧❧② ✉♣ t♦ t❤❡
❝♦rr❡❝t ♦r❞❡r ❛♥❞ ❛❧s♦ t❤❡ ❢♦❧❧♦✇✐♥❣ ❡①♣❧✐❝✐t r❡s✉❧t ❢r♦♠ ❬✷✽✱ ✭✸✳✽✮❪✿
β1,1 =
−2(m− 1)qm−1
m(2m− 1)qm . ✭✸✳✼✮

























✸✳✸ ●❡♥❡r❛❧ ❢✉♥❝t✐♦♥ Q(x)
❋♦r t❤❡ ❝❛❧❝✉❧❛t✐♦♥ ♦❢ t❤❡ ❢✉♥❝t✐♦♥s ✐♥ ❝❛s❡ Q(x) ✐s ♥♦t ❛ ♣♦❧②♥♦♠✐❛❧✱ ✇❡ ✐♥tr♦❞✉❝❡ ❛ ♥✉♠❡r✐❝❛❧ ♠❡t❤♦❞✳ ❲❡
♣r♦✈✐❞❡ ❛♥ ✐♥✐t✐❛❧ ❣✉❡ss β
(0)
n t❤❛t s❛t✐s✜❡s n = Q(β
(0)
n ) t♦ ❛♥ ✐t❡r❛t✐✈❡ ♥✉♠❡r✐❝❛❧ ♣r♦❝❡❞✉r❡✱ s♦ β
(0)
n = Q−1(n)✳
❚❤❡ ♣r♦❝❡❞✉r❡ ✜♥❞s ❛ βn t❤❛t ❛♣♣r♦①✐♠❛t❡❧② s❛t✐s✜❡s ✭✸✳✶✮✱ ✇❤❡r❡ t❤❡ ✐♥t❡❣r❛❧ ✐s ❝♦♠♣✉t❡❞ ❜② ♥✉♠❡r✐❝❛❧
✐♥t❡❣r❛t✐♦♥✳ ■❢ ♥❡❡❞❡❞✱ Q−1(n) ❛♥❞ Q′(x) ❝❛♥ ❜❡ ❛♣♣r♦①✐♠❛t❡❞ ♥✉♠❡r✐❝❛❧❧② ❛s ✇❡❧❧✳ ❚❤❡ ♦t❤❡r ❢✉♥❝t✐♦♥s ❛r❡





























❚❤❡ ❝♦♥t♦✉r Γz ❢♦r hn s❤♦✉❧❞ ❡♥❝❧♦s❡ t❤❡ ✐♥t❡r✈❛❧ [0, 1] ❛♥❞ t❤❡ ♣♦✐♥t z✳ ❲❡ ❝❤♦♦s❡ Γz t♦ ❜❡ ❛ ❝✐r❝❧❡ ✇✐t❤
❛ ❝❡♥t❡r ❤❛❧❢✇❛② ❜❡t✇❡❡♥ t❤❡ ✐♥t❡r✈❛❧ [0, 1] ❛♥❞ z✱ ✇❤✐❧❡ st✐❧❧ ✐♥❝❧✉❞✐♥❣ z ❛♥❞ t❤❡ ✐♥t❡r✈❛❧✳ ❚❤❡ ✐♥t❡❣r❛❧s ❢♦r
ξn(z) ❛♥❞ ln ❛r❡ ❛❧s♦ ❝❛❧❝✉❧❛t❡❞ ♥✉♠❡r✐❝❛❧❧②✱ s♦ t❤❡ ❢♦r♠❡r ✐s ❝♦♠♣✉t❡❞ ❜② ❛ ❞♦✉❜❧❡ ♥✉♠❡r✐❝❛❧ ✐♥t❡❣r❛❧✳
❘❡♠❛r❦ ✸✳✶✳ ❚❤❡s❡ ❡①♣r❡ss✐♦♥s ❛r❡ ❛❧s♦ ✈❛❧✐❞ ❢♦r ♣♦❧②♥♦♠✐❛❧ Q✳ ❍♦✇❡✈❡r✱ ❢♦❧❧♦✇✐♥❣ t❤❡ r❡❛s♦♥✐♥❣ ✐♥ t❤✐s
s✉❜s❡❝t✐♦♥ ♦♥❧② ❧❡❛❞s t♦ ❛ ♥✉♠❡r✐❝❛❧ ✈❛❧✉❡ ♦❢ βn ❢♦r ❛ ❣✐✈❡♥ n✱ ❛s ♦♣♣♦s❡❞ t♦ ❛ ❢✉❧❧ ❛s②♠♣t♦t✐❝ ❡①♣❛♥s✐♦♥ ♦❢
βn ✐♥ ❢r❛❝t✐♦♥❛❧ ♣♦✇❡rs ♦❢ n✳ ❚❤❡ s❛♠❡ ♦❜s❡r✈❛t✐♦♥ ❤♦❧❞s ❢♦r t❤❡ ❢✉♥❝t✐♦♥s ❞❡✜♥❡❞ ❛❜♦✈❡✳ ■♥ t❤✐s ❝❛s❡✱ t❤❡
♣♦✇❡rs n−1/m ❛r❡ ✐♠♣❧✐❝✐t❧② ♣r❡s❡♥t ✐♥ ❛❧❧ q✉❛♥t✐t✐❡s t❤❛t ✐♥✈♦❧✈❡ βn✱ ✇❤✐❧❡ t❤❡ r❡s✉❧ts ❢♦r ♣♦❧②♥♦♠✐❛❧ Q ❛r❡
♠♦r❡ ❡①♣❧✐❝✐t✳ ❲❡ ❝♦♠♣❛r❡ ❜♦t❤ ❛♣♣r♦❛❝❤❡s ❢✉rt❤❡r ✐♥ ❘❡♠❛r❦ ✻✳✶ ❛♥❞ ➓ ✼✳✹✳
✸✳✹ ❊①♣❧✐❝✐t ❡①♣r❡ss✐♦♥s s❛t✐s✜❡❞ ❜② t❤❡ ▼❘❙ ♥✉♠❜❡rs
❚❤✉s ❢❛r ✇❡ ❤❛✈❡ ♦❜t❛✐♥❡❞ ❡✐t❤❡r ❛s②♠♣t♦t✐❝ ❡①♣❛♥s✐♦♥s ♦❢ βn ♦r ❛ ♥✉♠❡r✐❝❛❧ ❡st✐♠❛t✐♦♥✳ ❚❤❡ ❝❛s❡s ✐♥ ✇❤✐❝❤
❡①♣❧✐❝✐t ❡①♣r❡ss✐♦♥s ❝❛♥ ❜❡ ❞❡r✐✈❡❞ ❛r❡ ❧✐♠✐t❡❞✱ ❜✉t ✐♥ t❤✐s s❡❝t✐♦♥ ✇❡ ❛✐♠ t♦ ♣r♦✈✐❞❡ s♦♠❡ ♠♦r❡ ❤❡❧♣❢✉❧
❡①♣r❡ss✐♦♥s✳











❚❤❡ ❝♦♥t♦✉r Υ ✐s ❤❛❧❢ t❤❡ ✉♥✐t ❝✐r❝❧❡✱ st❛rt✐♥❣ ❛t ϕ = −1 t❤r♦✉❣❤ i t♦ 1✳ ◆♦t❡ t❤❛t x ✐s r❡❛❧✲✈❛❧✉❡❞ ❢♦r ϕ ♦♥
t❤✐s ❤❛❧❢❝✐r❝❧❡ ✐♥ t❤❡ ✉♣♣❡r ❤❛❧❢ ♦❢ t❤❡ ❝♦♠♣❧❡① ♣❧❛♥❡✳ ❍❡♥❝❡✱ ✐t ✐s ❛❧s♦ r❡❛❧✲✈❛❧✉❡❞ ✇❤❡♥ ✇❡ t❛❦❡ t❤❡ ❝♦♠♣❧❡①
❝♦♥❥✉❣❛t❡ ♦❢ ϕ✱ ❝♦rr❡s♣♦♥❞✐♥❣ t♦ ϕ ♦♥ t❤❡ ❤❛❧❢❝✐r❝❧❡ ✐♥ t❤❡ ❧♦✇❡r ❤❛❧❢ ♦❢ t❤❡ ❝♦♠♣❧❡① ♣❧❛♥❡✳ ■❢ ✇❡ ❛ss✉♠❡
t❤❛t Q′ ✐s r❡❛❧ ❢♦r r❡❛❧ ❛r❣✉♠❡♥ts✱ t❤❡♥ t❤❡ ✐♥t❡❣r❛❧ ♦♥ t❤❡ ♥❡❣❛t✐✈❡ ❤❛❧❢❝✐r❝❧❡✱ ✐✳❡✳ ❢r♦♠ −1 t❤r♦✉❣❤ −i t♦ 1✱










✇❤❡r❡ Ξ ✐s ❛ ❝✐r❝❧❡ ❡♥❝❧♦s✐♥❣ t❤❡ ♦r✐❣✐♥ ϕ = 0 ✐♥ t❤❡ ❝♦✉♥t❡r❝❧♦❝❦✇✐s❡ ❞✐r❡❝t✐♦♥✳
❚❤❡ ❞❡s❝r✐❜❡❞ ❝❤❛♥❣❡ ♦❢ ✈❛r✐❛❜❧❡s ♠❛♣s ❛ ♣♦✐♥t ϕ ✐♥ t❤❡ ✐♥t❡r✐♦r ♦❢ t❤❡ ✉♥✐t ❝✐r❝❧❡ t♦ x ∈ C \ [0, βn]✳ ■❢
✇❡ Q ✐s ♥♦t ❡♥t✐r❡✱ ✇❡ ♥❡❡❞ t♦ s✉❜str❛❝t ❛❞❞✐t✐♦♥❛❧ r❡s✐❞✉❡s❀ ❡❧s❡✱ t❤❡ ❝♦♥t♦✉r Ξ ❡♥❝❧♦s❡s ❛ s✐♥❣❧❡ ♣♦❧❡ ❛t t❤❡
♦r✐❣✐♥✳ ■♥ t❤❡ ❝❛s❡ ✇❤❡r❡ Q(x) ✐s ❛ ♣♦❧②♥♦♠✐❛❧ ♦❢ ❞❡❣r❡❡ m✱ ✇❡ ♦❜t❛✐♥ ❢r♦♠ t❤❡ r❡s✐❞✉❡ t❤❡♦r❡♠ t❤❛t βn ✐s



































































❲❡ ❝❛♥ r❡♠❛r❦ t❤❛t ✭✸✳✸✮ ❣✐✈❡s t❤❡ ❛s②♠♣t♦t✐❝ ❡①♣❛♥s✐♦♥ ♦❢ t❤❡ ③❡r♦ ♦❢ t❤❡ m✲t❤ ❞❡❣r❡❡ ♣♦❧②♥♦♠✐❛❧ ✭✸✳✾✮
✐♥ βn ✇✐t❤ r❡s♣❡❝t t♦ ❛ ❢❛❝t♦r ✐♥ ✐ts ❝♦♥st❛♥t ❝♦❡✣❝✐❡♥t✳ ❊①❛❝t s♦❧✉t✐♦♥s ❢♦r βn ❛r❡ ♦♥❧② ❛✈❛✐❧❛❜❧❡ ✉♣ t♦
m = 4✳ ❋♦r m = 1✱ t❤✐s ❜♦✐❧s ❞♦✇♥ t♦ t❤❡ st❛♥❞❛r❞ ❛ss♦❝✐❛t❡❞ ▲❛❣✉❡rr❡ ❝❛s❡ βn = 4n/q1✳ ❋♦r m = 2 ✇❡ t❛❦❡































ϕ−1 + 2 + ϕ
)k+1










)k (2k + 2
k + 1
)


























⇒ βn ∼W (8πn2)/2 ∼ log(n)− log(log[8πn2])/2 + log(8π)/2, ✭✸✳✶✶✮
✇❤❡r❡ W ❞❡♥♦t❡s t❤❡ ▲❛♠❜❡rt✲❲ ❢✉♥❝t✐♦♥✱ ❛♥❞ I0 ❛♥❞ I1 ❛r❡ ♠♦❞✐✜❡❞ ❇❡ss❡❧ ❢✉♥❝t✐♦♥s✳ ❋♦r ❣❡♥❡r❛❧ Q(x)✱
❛ s✐♠✐❧❛r t❡❝❤♥✐q✉❡ ♠❛② ❛❧❧♦✇ ♦♥❡ t♦ ✜♥❞ ❛♥ ❡①♣❧✐❝✐t ❡①♣r❡ss✐♦♥ s❛t✐s✜❡❞ ❜② βn ❧✐❦❡ ✭✸✳✶✵✮ ✇✐t❤♦✉t ✐♥t❡❣r❛❧s✳
❙♦❧✈✐♥❣ t❤❛t ❡①♣r❡ss✐♦♥ ♥✉♠❡r✐❝❛❧❧② ❛✈♦✐❞s ❤❛✈✐♥❣ t♦ ❡✈❛❧✉❛t❡ t❤❡ ✐♥t❡❣r❛❧ ✭✸✳✶✮✳ ❍♦✇❡✈❡r✱ ✐t ♠✐❣❤t ❜❡❝♦♠❡
q✉✐t❡ ✐♥✈♦❧✈❡❞ t♦ ❞❡r✐✈❡ ❤✐❣❤❡r ♦r❞❡r t❡r♠s ❛s ❡①♣❧✐❝✐t❧② ❛s ✐♥ ➓ ✻✳✸ ❛♥❞ ✻✳✹ ❢r♦♠ t❤❡ r❡s✉❧t✐♥❣ ❡①♣❛♥s✐♦♥ ♦❢
βn ❛s n→∞✳
✹ ❆s②♠♣t♦t✐❝s ♦❢ ♦rt❤♦♥♦r♠❛❧ ♣♦❧②♥♦♠✐❛❧s pn(x) ❛♥❞ r❡❧❛t❡❞ ❝♦❡✣❝✐❡♥ts
✹✳✶ ▲❡♥s ■
P✉tt✐♥❣ t♦❣❡t❤❡r t❤❡ ❝♦♥s❡❝✉t✐✈❡ tr❛♥s❢♦r♠❛t✐♦♥s ✐♥ ❬✷✽❪✱ ❢♦r z ∈ ■ ✐♥ ❋✐❣✉r❡ ✶ ❛♥❞ x ❛♥❞ z r❡❧❛t❡❞ ❛s ✐♥










2−α cos(arccos(2z − 1)[1/2 + α/2] + nξn(z)/i− π/4)
−i2α cos(arccos(2z − 1)[α/2− 1/2] + nξn(z)/i− π/4)
)
.
❚❤❡ ❛s②♠♣t♦t✐❝s ♦❢ γn ❛r❡ ❣✐✈❡♥ ✐♥ ➓ ✹✳✺✳ ❚❤❡ ❢✉❧❧ ❛s②♠♣t♦t✐❝ ❡①♣❛♥s✐♦♥ ♦❢ pn(x) ✐s ♦❜t❛✐♥❡❞ ❜② s✉❜st✐t✉t✐♥❣
t❤❡ ❡①♣❛♥s✐♦♥ ❢♦r Router(z) t❤❛t ✇❡ ❞❡r✐✈❡ ❧❛t❡r ♦♥✳
❚❤❡ ❛s②♠♣t♦t✐❝ ❡①♣❛♥s✐♦♥s ♦❢ t❤❡ ♦rt❤♦♥♦r♠❛❧ ♣♦❧②♥♦♠✐❛❧s ❛❧❧ s❡♣❛r❛t❡ t✇♦ ♦s❝✐❧❧❛t♦r② t❡r♠s ✭♣❤❛s❡
❢✉♥❝t✐♦♥s ♠✉❧t✐♣❧✐❡❞ ❜② n✮ ❢r♦♠ t❤❡ ♥♦♥✲♦s❝✐❧❧❛t♦r② ❤✐❣❤❡r ♦r❞❡r t❡r♠s✳ ❋♦r ♣♦❧②♥♦♠✐❛❧ Q(x) ♦❢ ❞❡❣r❡❡ m✱
t❤❡ ❛s②♠♣t♦t✐❝ ❡①♣❛♥s✐♦♥ tr✉♥❝❛t❡❞ ❛❢t❡r T t❡r♠s ❝♦rr❡s♣♦♥❞ t♦ ❛ r❡❧❛t✐✈❡ ❡rr♦r ♦❢ s✐③❡ O(n−T/m)✳ ■♥ t❤❡
s♣❡❝✐❛❧ ❝❛s❡ ♦❢ ❛ ♠♦♥♦♠✐❛❧ Q(x) = qmx
m + q0✱ t❤❡ r❡❧❛t✐✈❡ ❡rr♦r ✐♠♣r♦✈❡s t♦ O(n−T )✳
✹✳✷ ❖✉t❡r r❡❣✐♦♥ ■■
❋♦r z ∈ ■■✱ t❤❡ ❛s②♠♣t♦t✐❝ ❡①♣❛♥s✐♦♥ ✐s
pn(βnz) =
βnnγne







2−α exp(iθ(z) arccos(2z − 1)/2)
−i2α exp(−iθ(z) arccos(2z − 1)/2).
)
■t ♠❛② ❛♣♣❡❛r t♦ ❜❡ ♣r♦❜❧❡♠❛t✐❝ t❤❛t exp(Q(βnz)/2) = exp(nVn(z)/2) ❛♣♣❡❛rs ✐♥ t❤❡ ❛s②♠♣t♦t✐❝ ❡①♣❛♥s✐♦♥s
♦❢ t❤❡ ♣♦❧②♥♦♠✐❛❧s ✐♥ t❤❡ ❝♦♠♣❧❡① ♣❧❛♥❡✱ ❡s♣❡❝✐❛❧❧② ❢♦r t❤✐s r❡❣✐♦♥✱ s✐♥❝❡ t❤✐s ❢❛❝t♦r ❣r♦✇s ✈❡r② q✉✐❝❦❧②✳
❍♦✇❡✈❡r✱ ♦♥❡ ♠❛② ✈❡r✐❢② t❤❛t t❤✐s ❡①♣♦♥❡♥t✐❛❧ ❜❡❤❛✈✐♦✉r ✐s ❝❛♥❝❡❧❡❞ ♦✉t ✇✐t❤ ♦t❤❡r t❡r♠s✳ ▼♦r❡ s♣❡❝✐✜❝❛❧❧②✱
t❤❡ t❡r♠ exp(nξn(z)) ✐♥ ✭✹✳✷✮ ❡♥s✉r❡s t❤❛t pn(z) = O(zn)✱ z →∞✳
✶✵
✹✳✸ ❘✐❣❤t ❞✐s❦ ■■■
❚❤❡ ♣♦❧②♥♦♠✐❛❧s ❜❡❤❛✈❡ ❧✐❦❡ ❛♥ ❆✐r② ❢✉♥❝t✐♦♥ ♥❡❛r t❤❡ r✐❣❤t ❡♥❞♣♦✐♥t z = 1 ✭z ∈ ■■■✮✳ ❚❤✐s ✐s t②♣✐❝❛❧
❛s②♠♣t♦t✐❝ ❜❡❤❛✈✐♦✉r ♥❡❛r ❛ s♦✲❝❛❧❧❡❞ ❵s♦❢t ❡❞❣❡✬✱ ✐♥ t❤❡ ❧❛♥❣✉❛❣❡ ♦❢ r❛♥❞♦♠ ♠❛tr✐① t❤❡♦r②✳ ◆♦t❡ t❤❛t t❤❡















































❲❡ ✇♦✉❧❞ ❧✐❦❡ t♦ ♥♦t❡ ❛ ♣♦ss✐❜❧❡ ✐ss✉❡ ✇❤❡♥ ❝♦♠♣✉t✐♥❣ t❤❡ ③❡r♦s ♦❢ t❤✐s ❡①♣r❡ss✐♦♥✱ ❛s ♦♥❡ ✇♦✉❧❞ ❞♦
❢♦r ●❛✉ss✐❛♥ q✉❛❞r❛t✉r❡✳ ❚❤❡ ❧❛r❣❡st r♦♦t ❢♦r t❤❡ st❛♥❞❛r❞ ❛ss♦❝✐❛t❡❞ ▲❛❣✉❡rr❡ ♣♦❧②♥♦♠✐❛❧s ❛s②♠♣t♦t✐❝❛❧❧②
❜❡❤❛✈❡s ❛s 4n+ 2α+ 2 + 22/3a1(4n+ 2α+ 2)
1/3✱ ✇✐t❤ a1 t❤❡ ✭♥❡❣❛t✐✈❡✮ ③❡r♦ ♦❢ t❤❡ ❆✐r② ❢✉♥❝t✐♦♥ ❝❧♦s❡st t♦
③❡r♦✱ s❡❡ ❬✶✾✱ ✷✵✱ ✭✶✽✳✶✻✳✶✹✮❪ ❛♥❞ ❬✷✷✱ ✭✻✳✸✷✳✹✮❪✳ ❋♦r ❛ ✜①❡❞ ❜✉t r❡❧❛t✐✈❡❧② ❤✐❣❤ α✱ t❤✐s ♣♦✐♥t ♠❛② ❧✐❡ ♦✉ts✐❞❡
t❤❡ s✉♣♣♦rt ♦❢ t❤❡ ❡q✉✐❧✐❜r✐✉♠ ♠❡❛s✉r❡ (0, 4n) ❬✷✽✱ ❘❡♠✳ ✸✳✽❪✳ ❚❤❡r❡ ✇✐❧❧ ❛❧✇❛②s ❜❡ ❛ ❧❛r❣❡r n ❢♦r ✇❤✐❝❤
t❤❡ ♣♦✐♥t ❧✐❡s ✐♥s✐❞❡✳ ❙t✐❧❧✱ ❢♦r ❧❛r❣❡ α ♦♥❡ ♠❛② ✇❛♥t t♦ ♣✉rs✉❡ ❛ ❞✐✛❡r❡♥t ❦✐♥❞ ♦❢ ❛s②♠♣t♦t✐❝ ❡①♣❛♥s✐♦♥✱ ❢♦r
❡①❛♠♣❧❡ ✉s✐♥❣ ❛s②♠♣t♦t✐❝s ✇✐t❤ ❛ ✈❛r②✐♥❣ ✇❡✐❣❤t xα(n) exp(−Q(x))✱ ❛s st✉❞✐❡❞ ✐♥ ❢♦r ❡①❛♠♣❧❡ ❬✸❪✱ ❛♥❞ ❛♣♣❧②
✐t t♦ t❤❡ ✜①❡❞ α✳
✹✳✹ ▲❡❢t ❞✐s❦ ■❱






















































■t ✐s ♥♦t ✐♠♠❡❞✐❛t❡❧② ♦❜✈✐♦✉s t❤❛t t❤❡ ❡①♣❛♥s✐♦♥s ✭✹✳✸✮ ❛♥❞ ✭✹✳✹✮ ❛r❡ ❛♥❛❧②t✐❝ ✐♥ t❤❡ ♣♦✐♥ts z = 1 ❛♥❞
z = 0 r❡s♣❡❝t✐✈❡❧②✳ ❚❤✐s ✇✐❧❧ ❢♦❧❧♦✇ ❢r♦♠ t❤❡ ❡①♣r❡ss✐♦♥ ✭✺✳✺✮ ❢♦r Rleft/right(z) ❛♥❞ ❜② ❛❧s♦ ♠❛❦✐♥❣ ❛ s❡r✐❡s
❡①♣❛♥s✐♦♥ ♦❢ t❤❡ ♦t❤❡r t❡r♠s ❛t t❤♦s❡ ♣♦✐♥ts✳ ❋♦r ♥✉♠❡r✐❝❛❧ ♣✉r♣♦s❡s✱ ✐t ♠❛② ❜❡ ❜❡tt❡r t♦ ✉s❡ t❤♦s❡ s❡r✐❡s
❡①♣❛♥s✐♦♥s ✇❤❡♥ ❡✈❛❧✉❛t✐♥❣ ❝❧♦s❡ t♦ ✭♦r ❛t✮ z = 0 ❛♥❞ z = 1✳
✹✳✺ ❆s②♠♣t♦t✐❝s ♦❢ ❧❡❛❞✐♥❣ ♦r❞❡r ❝♦❡✣❝✐❡♥ts
❚❤❡ ❧❡❛❞✐♥❣ ♦r❞❡r ❝♦❡✣❝✐❡♥t ♦❢ t❤❡ ♦rt❤♦♥♦r♠❛❧ ♣♦❧②♥♦♠✐❛❧s ✐s γn✱ ✐✳❡✳ ✇❡ ❤❛✈❡
pn(x) = γnπn(x)
✇❤❡r❡ πn(x) ✐s t❤❡ ♠♦♥✐❝ ♦rt❤♦❣♦♥❛❧ ♣♦❧②♥♦♠✐❛❧ ♦❢ ❞❡❣r❡❡ n✳ ❋♦r ❛ ♠♦♥♦♠✐❛❧ ♦r ♠♦r❡ ❣❡♥❡r❛❧ ❢✉♥❝t✐♦♥ Q(x)✱













k,1 ❛r❡ ❞❡✜♥❡❞ ❛♥❞ ❡①t❡♥s✐✈❡❧② ❞❡s❝r✐❜❡❞ ✐♥ ➓✺✳ ❚❤❡② ❛r❡ t❤❡ ❝♦♥st❛♥t 2 × 2 ♠❛tr✐❝❡s
t❤❛t ♠✉❧t✐♣❧② z−1n−k ❛♥❞ (z − 1)−1n−k ✐♥ t❤❡ ❡①♣❛♥s✐♦♥ ❢♦r R(z)✱ ♦❢ ✇❤✐❝❤ ✇❡ ✉s❡ t❤❡ ❧♦✇❡r ❧❡❢t ❡❧❡♠❡♥ts
❤❡r❡✳ ❊①♣❧✐❝✐t ❡①♣r❡ss✐♦♥s ❢♦r t❤❡s❡ ♠❛tr✐❝❡s ✉♣ t♦ k = 3 ❛r❡ ❣✐✈❡♥ ✐♥ ❆♣♣❡♥❞✐① ❆✳ ❚❤❡ ❝♦♥st❛♥t ❝♦❡✣❝✐❡♥t
✶✶
q0 ♦♥❧② ❝❤❛♥❣❡s t❤❡ s❝❛❧✐♥❣ ♦❢ t❤❡ ✇❡✐❣❤t ❢✉♥❝t✐♦♥ ❛♥❞ ❞♦❡s ♥♦t ✐♥✢✉❡♥❝❡ βn ♥♦r t❤❡ ♠❛tr✐❝❡s✳ ❍♦✇❡✈❡r✱ ✐t
❞♦❡s ✐♥✢✉❡♥❝❡ γn t❤r♦✉❣❤ t❤❡ ❝♦❡✣❝✐❡♥t ln✱ ❣✐✈✐♥❣ γn ∼ exp(q0/2)✳









1− 4i4α∑∞k=1 (Urightk,1 +U leftk,1 )|1,2n(k−1)/m+1
.
❚❤✐s r❡✢❡❝ts t❤❡ ♠♦r❡ ❛❝❝✉r❛t❡ ❛s②♠♣t♦t✐❝ ✐♥❢♦r♠❛t✐♦♥ ❛❜♦✉t βn ❛✈❛✐❧❛❜❧❡ ❢♦r ♣♦❧②♥♦♠✐❛❧ Q✳ ■t ✐s ✉♥❞❡rst♦♦❞
❤❡r❡ t❤❛t ♦♥❡ s✉❜st✐t✉t❡s t❤❡ ❛s②♠♣t♦t✐❝ ❡①♣❛♥s✐♦♥ ♦❢ βn ✐♥ t❤✐s ❢♦r♠✉❧❛✳ ❲❡ r❡t❛✐♥ t❤✐s ❢♦r♠✉❧❛t✐♦♥ ❤❡r❡ t♦
s❤♦✇ t❤❡ ❛♥❛❧♦❣② ✇✐t❤ ✭✹✳✺✮✳
✹✳✻ ❆s②♠♣t♦t✐❝s ♦❢ r❡❝✉rr❡♥❝❡ ❝♦❡✣❝✐❡♥ts






















































(U rightk,1 + U
left





















k,1 ✐♥ t❤❡s❡ ❡①♣r❡ss✐♦♥s ❛r❡ t❤❡ s❛♠❡ ❛s t❤♦s❡ ❛♣♣❡❛r✐♥❣ ✐♥ ✭✹✳✺✮ ❛❜♦✈❡✳ ❋♦r ❣❡♥❡r❛❧
♣♦❧②♥♦♠✐❛❧ Q(x)✱ t❤❡ ♣♦✇❡rs ♦❢ n ❛❣❛✐♥ ❝❤❛♥❣❡ ❢r♦♠ k t♦ (k − 1)/m + 1 ❛♥❞ t❤❡ ❡①♣r❡ss✐♦♥ ✐s ♦t❤❡r✇✐s❡
✉♥❝❤❛♥❣❡❞✳
✺ ❈♦♠♣✉t❛t✐♦♥ ♦❢ ❤✐❣❤❡r✲♦r❞❡r t❡r♠s
❚❤❡ ❧✐t❡r❛t✉r❡ ♦♥ ❘✐❡♠❛♥♥✲❍✐❧❜❡rt ♣r♦❜❧❡♠s s✉❣❣❡sts ❛ ✇❛② t♦ ❝♦♠♣✉t❡ t❤❡ ❛s②♠♣t♦t✐❝ ❡①♣❛♥s✐♦♥ ♦❢ R(z)✳
■♥ ♣r✐♥❝✐♣❧❡✱ ✐t ✐s ❝❧❡❛r ❤♦✇ ❡①♣r❡ss✐♦♥s ❝❛♥ ❜❡ ♦❜t❛✐♥❡❞ ❜✉t t❤✐s ✐♥✈♦❧✈❡s ♠❛♥② ❛❧❣❡❜r❛✐❝ ♠❛♥✐♣✉❧❛t✐♦♥s✱
s✉♠♠❛t✐♦♥s ❛♥❞ r❡❝✉rs✐♦♥✳ ❆♥ ✐♠♣♦rt❛♥t ❝♦♥tr✐❜✉t✐♦♥ ♦❢ ❬✻❪ ✇❛s t♦ ✐❞❡♥t✐❢② ❛ s❡t ♦❢ s✐♠♣❧✐✜❝❛t✐♦♥s t❤❛t
s✐❣♥✐✜❝❛♥t❧② ✐♠♣r♦✈❡ t❤❡ ❡✣❝✐❡♥❝② ♦❢ ♥✉♠❡r✐❝❛❧ ❡✈❛❧✉❛t✐♦♥ ♦❢ t❤❡ ❡①♣r❡ss✐♦♥s✳ ❙✐♠✐❧❛r s✐♠♣❧✐✜❝❛t✐♦♥s ❝❛♥ ❜❡
♣❡r❢♦r♠❡❞ ✐♥ t❤❡ ❝✉rr❡♥t s❡tt✐♥❣ ♦❢ ▲❛❣✉❡rr❡✲t②♣❡ ♣♦❧②♥♦♠✐❛❧s✱ t❤♦✉❣❤ t❤❡ ❡①♣r❡ss✐♦♥s ❛r❡ ♦❢ ❝♦✉rs❡ ✈❡r②
❞✐✛❡r❡♥t✳
✺✳✶ ❏✉♠♣s ♦❢ R(z)
❚❤❡ ♠❛✐♥ ✐❞❡❛ t♦ ♦❜t❛✐♥ ❤✐❣❤❡r✲♦r❞❡r t❡r♠s ✐♥ t❤❡ ❛s②♠♣t♦t✐❝ ❡①♣❛♥s✐♦♥ ❢♦r πn(z) ✐s t♦ ❝♦♠♣✉t❡ t❤❡ ❤✐❣❤❡r✲
♦r❞❡r t❡r♠s Rk(z) ✐♥ ✭✷✳✸✮✳ ❚♦ t❤❛t ❡♥❞✱ ✇❡ r❡❝❛❧❧ t❤❛t R s❛t✐s✜❡s ❛ ❘✐❡♠❛♥♥✲❍✐❧❜❡rt ♣r♦❜❧❡♠ ✇✐t❤ ❥✉♠♣s
❛❝r♦ss t❤❡ ❝♦♥t♦✉rs s❤♦✇♥ ✐♥ ❋✐❣✉r❡ ✶✳ ❲❡ ♣r♦❝❡❡❞ ❛s ✐♥ ❬✻❪ ❜② ✇r✐t✐♥❣ t❤❡ ❥✉♠♣ ♠❛tr✐① ❢♦r R(z) ❛s ❛
✶✷
♣❡rt✉r❜❛t✐♦♥ ♦❢ t❤❡ ✐❞❡♥t✐t② ♠❛tr✐①✱ I +∆(z)✳ ❙t❛rt✐♥❣ ❢r♦♠ ❬✷✽✱ ✭✸✳✶✵✽✮❪ ✇❡ ❤❛✈❡✱ ❢♦r z ♦♥ t❤❡ ❜♦✉♥❞❛r② ΣR
♦❢ ♦♥❡ ♦❢ t❤❡ ❞✐s❦s ❛s s❤♦✇♥ ✐♥ ➓ ✷✱
Router(z) = Rright/left(z)(I +∆right/left(z)), z ∈ ΣR. ✭✺✳✶✮







❖♥ t❤❡ ❜♦✉♥❞❛r② ♦❢ t❤❡ ❞✐s❦s✱ t❤❡ t❡r♠s ∆k(z) ❝❛♥ ❜❡ ✇r✐tt❡♥ ❡①♣❧✐❝✐t❧② ❛s ∆
right/left








z−α/2σ3P (∞)(z)−1, 0 < |z − 1| < δ2
∆leftk (z) =











(−1)k+1 (k − 12) i 1k (α2 + k2 − 14)
)
(−z)−α/2σ3P (∞)(z)−1,
✇✐t❤ 0 < |z| < δ3 ❢♦r s♦♠❡ s✉✣❝✐❡♥t❧② s♠❛❧❧ δ2 ❛♥❞ δ3 > 0✳ ❍♦✇❡✈❡r✱ ❢♦r ❛ ❣❡♥❡r❛❧ ♣♦❧②♥♦♠✐❛❧ ♦r ❢✉♥❝t✐♦♥
Q(x)✱ t❤❡ ∆
right/left
k (z) ❛r❡ ❛❧s♦ ❞❡♣❡♥❞❡♥t ♦♥ n✳ ❲❡ ✇✐❧❧ ❡①tr❛❝t t❤❡ n✲❞❡♣❡♥❞❡♥❝❡ ❡①♣❧✐❝✐t❧② ❢♦r ❣❡♥❡r❛❧
♣♦❧②♥♦♠✐❛❧ Q(x)✱ ❛♥❞ ✉s❡ ❝♦♥t♦✉r ✐♥t❡❣r❛❧s ❢♦r ❡❛❝❤ r❡q✉✐r❡❞ n ♦t❤❡r✇✐s❡✳ ∆leftk (z) ❤❛s ♣♦❧❡s ♦❢ ♦r❞❡r ❛t ♠♦st
⌈k/2⌉ ❛t z = 0 ❬✷✽✱ ❘❡♠✳ ✸✳✷✾❪ ❛s ✐♥ t❤❡ ❏❛❝♦❜✐ ❝❛s❡ ❬✻❪✱ ❜✉t ∆rightk (z) ❤❛s ♣♦❧❡s ♦❢ ♦r❞❡r ❛t ♠♦st ⌈3k/2⌉ ❛t
z = 1 ❬✷✽✱ ❘❡♠✳ ✸✳✷✷❪✳ ❚❤❡ ∆k(z) ❛r❡ ✐❞❡♥t✐❝❛❧❧② 0 ♦♥ t❤❡ ♦t❤❡r ❜♦✉♥❞❛r✐❡s ♦❢ t❤❡ r❡❣✐♦♥s ✐♥ ❋✐❣✉r❡ ✶✳
❘❡♠❛r❦ ✺✳✶✳ ■❢ α2 = 1/4 ❛s ✐♥ t❤❡ ❍❡r♠✐t❡ ❝❛s❡ ✭s❡❡ ➓ ✼✳✷✮✱ t❤❡♥ ∆leftk (z) ❛♥❞ s
left
k (z) ❛r❡ ③❡r♦ ♠❛tr✐❝❡s
❢♦r k > 1 ❛♥❞ ∆left1 (z) ❛♥❞ s
left
1 (z) ❤❛✈❡ ❛ ❚❛②❧♦r s❡r✐❡s st❛rt✐♥❣ ✇✐t❤ O(1) ♥❡❛r z = 0✳ ❙♦✱ ❛❧❧ U leftk,m ❛r❡ ③❡r♦
♠❛tr✐❝❡s ❛♥❞ ❝❛♥ ❜❡ ❧❡❢t ♦✉t ♦❢ t❤❡ ❝❛❧❝✉❧❛t✐♦♥ ♦❢ ❤✐❣❤❡r ♦r❞❡r t❡r♠s✱ ✇❤✐❝❤ ✐s st✐❧❧ ♥❡❡❞❡❞ ❛s t❤❡ U rightk,m ❛r❡
♥♦t ③❡r♦✳
✺✳✷ ❘❡❝✉rs✐✈❡ ❝♦♠♣✉t❛t✐♦♥ ♦❢ Rk(z) ❢♦r ♠♦♥♦♠✐❛❧ Q(x)
■♥ t❤✐s ❝❛s❡✱ t❤❡r❡ ❛r❡ ♥♦ ❢r❛❝t✐♦♥❛❧ ♣♦✇❡rs ♦❢ n ✐♥✈♦❧✈❡❞✱ ❛♥❞ ✇❡ ❝❛♥ r❡♥✉♠❜❡r ✭✷✳✸✮ t♦ s✐♠♣❧✐❢② t❤❡ ❢♦r♠✉❧❛s✿






❇② ❡①♣❛♥❞✐♥❣ t❤❡ ❥✉♠♣ r❡❧❛t✐♦♥ ✭✺✳✶✮ ❛♥❞ ❝♦❧❧❡❝t✐♥❣ t❤❡ t❡r♠s ✇✐t❤ ❡q✉❛❧ ♦r❞❡r ✐♥ n✱ ✇❡ ♦❜t❛✐♥ ❛ ❧✐♥❦ ❜❡t✇❡❡♥
t❤❡ t❡r♠s Rk(z) ✐♥ t❤❡ ❡①♣❛♥s✐♦♥ ✭✷✳✸✮ ❛♥❞ t❤❡ ∆k✳ ❋♦r z ♦♥ t❤❡ ❜♦✉♥❞❛r② ♦❢ t❤❡ ❞✐s❦s ✐♥ ❋✐❣✉r❡ ✶✱ ✇❡ ❤❛✈❡












0 (z) = I✳ ❖♥❡ ❝❛♥ s♦❧✈❡ t❤❡ ❛❞❞✐t✐✈❡ ❘✐❡♠❛♥♥✲❍✐❧❜❡rt ♣r♦❜❧❡♠ ❛s ❢♦❧❧♦✇s✿
• ❊①♣❛♥❞ t❤❡ s✉♠ ✐♥ ✭✺✳✸✮ ✐♥ ❛ ▲❛✉r❡♥t s❡r✐❡s ❛r♦✉♥❞ z = 0 ❛♥❞ 1✳
• ❉❡✜♥❡ Routerk (z) ❛s t❤❡ s✉♠ ♦❢ ❛❧❧ t❤❡ t❡r♠s ❝♦♥t❛✐♥✐♥❣ str✐❝t❧② ♥❡❣❛t✐✈❡ ♣♦✇❡rs ♦❢ z ❛♥❞ (z − 1)✳ ❙✐♥❝❡
Rk(z) = O(1/z) ❛s z →∞✱ ♣♦s✐t✐✈❡ ♣♦✇❡rs ❞♦ ♥♦t ❝♦♥tr✐❜✉t❡ t♦ Routerk (z)✳
• ❉❡✜♥❡ Rrightk (z) ❛s t❤❡ r❡♠❛✐♥❞❡r ❛❢t❡r s✉❜tr❛❝t✐♥❣ t❤♦s❡ ♣♦❧❡s✳
✶✸
❚❤✐s ❝♦♥str✉❝t✐♦♥ ❡♥s✉r❡s t❤❛t Routerk ✐s ❛♥❛❧②t✐❝ ♦✉ts✐❞❡ t❤❡ ❞✐s❦✱ R
right
k ✐s ❛♥❛❧②t✐❝ ✐♥s✐❞❡ ❛♥❞ ✭✺✳✸✮ ❤♦❧❞s✱ ❛s








k,i (z − 1/2∓ 1/2)i,
✇✐t❤ V leftk,p ≡ 0 ❢♦r ❛❧❧ p < −⌈k/2⌉✳ ◆♦t❡ t❤❛t V right/leftk,i ❛r❡ t❤❡ ▲❛✉r❡♥t ❝♦❡✣❝✐❡♥ts ♦❢ ∆right/leftk ❛r♦✉♥❞ z = 1











❆t t❤❡ s❛♠❡ t✐♠❡✱ s✐♥❝❡ R
right/left









✇✐t❤ s♦♠❡ ❝♦❡✣❝✐❡♥ts Q
right/left
k,n t❤❛t ❝❛♥ ❜❡ ❞❡t❡r♠✐♥❡❞ ❛s ✇❡❧❧✱ ❢♦r ❡①❛♠♣❧❡ ✈✐❛ s②♠❜♦❧✐❝ ❞✐✛❡r❡♥t✐❛t✐♦♥✳ ■t









































✺✳✸ ❘❡❝✉rs✐✈❡ ❝♦♠♣✉t❛t✐♦♥ ♦❢ Rk(z) ❢♦r ❣❡♥❡r❛❧ ♣♦❧②♥♦♠✐❛❧ Q(x)
❋♦r ❣❡♥❡r❛❧ ♣♦❧②♥♦♠✐❛❧ Q(x)✱ t❤❡ ∆k(z) ❛r❡ ❛❧s♦ ❞❡♣❡♥❞❡♥t ♦♥ n✱ s♦ ✇❡ ♥❡❡❞ ❢r❛❝t✐♦♥❛❧ ♣♦✇❡rs ♦❢ n✳ ❲❡











k,i,l (z − 1/2∓ 1/2)i

n−l/m.
■♥ t❤✐s ❝❛s❡✱ ✇❡ ❞♦ ❤❛✈❡ ❛ ❣❡♥❡r❛❧ ❡①♣❛♥s✐♦♥ ❢♦r R ✐♥ t❡r♠s ♦❢ ❢r❛❝t✐♦♥❛❧ ♣♦✇❡rs✱ ❣✐✈❡♥ ❡❛r❧✐❡r ❜② ✭✷✳✸✮✳




















❍❡r❡✱ p ❝♦rr❡s♣♦♥❞s t♦ t❤❡ ♦r❞❡r ♦❢ t❤❡ ♣♦❧❡ ❛♥❞ ♠✉st ❜❡ ≤ ⌈3/2⌈k/m⌉⌉✳ ❚❤✐s ✐s ❜❡❝❛✉s❡ t❤❛t ✐s t❤❡ ❤✐❣❤❡st
♦r❞❡r ♦❢ t❤❡ ♣♦❧❡ ♦❢ t❤❡ ∆
left/right
































❊①♣❛♥❞✐♥❣ ♥❡❛r z = 0 ♦r 1 ❛♥❞ ❝♦❧❧❡❝t✐♥❣ t❡r♠s ✇✐t❤ t❤❡ s❛♠❡ ✭❢r❛❝t✐♦♥❛❧✮ ♣♦✇❡r ♦❢ n ✐♥ t❤❡ ❥✉♠♣ r❡❧❛t✐♦♥

































































❲❡ st❛rt ❜② ✇r✐t✐♥❣ t❤❡ ❥✉♠♣ r❡❧❛t✐♦♥ ✭✺✳✸✮ ✉s✐♥❣ t❤❡ ❝♦❡✣❝✐❡♥ts Routerk−m(z) ✐♥st❡❛❞ ♦❢ R
right/left
k−m (z)✳
Pr♦♣♦s✐t✐♦♥ ✺✳✷✳ ❚❤❡ ❥✉♠♣ r❡❧❛t✐♦♥ ✭✺✳✸✮ ❝❛♥ ❜❡ ✇r✐tt❡♥ ❛s ❢♦❧❧♦✇s✿
R
right/left










0 (z) = I ❛♥❞ ✇✐t❤
s
right/left










Pr♦♦❢✳ ❚❤✐s ❝❛♥ ❜❡ ♣r♦✈❡♥ ❜② ✐♥❞✉❝t✐♦♥ ❛s ✐♥ ❬✻✱ ➓✹✳✶❪✳
❚❤✐s ❢♦r♠✉❧❛t✐♦♥ ❤❛s t✇♦ ❛❞✈❛♥t❛❣❡s✿
• ❚❤❡ ❥✉♠♣ t❡r♠ ✐♥ ✭✺✳✼✮ ✐s ✇r✐tt❡♥ ✐♥ t❡r♠s ♦❢ Routerk−l r❛t❤❡r t❤❛♥ Rrightk−l ✱ ❛♥❞ t❤❡ ❢♦r♠❡r ❤❛s ❛ s✐♠♣❧❡
❛♥❞ ♥♦♥✲r❡❝✉rs✐✈❡ ❡①♣r❡ss✐♦♥ ✭✺✳✹✮✳
• ❚❤❡ ❞❡✜♥✐t✐♦♥ ♦❢ t❤❡ ❝♦❡✣❝✐❡♥ts sright/leftl ❝❛♥ ❜❡ ❣r❡❛t❧② s✐♠♣❧✐✜❡❞ t♦ ❛ ♥♦♥✲r❡❝✉rs✐✈❡ ❡①♣r❡ss✐♦♥ t♦♦✱
✐♥✈♦❧✈✐♥❣ ❥✉st t❤❡ ∆
right/left
k ✬s✳
▼♦r❡ ♣r❡❝✐s❡❧②✱ ✇❡ ❤❛✈❡ t❤❡ ❢♦❧❧♦✇✐♥❣ r❡s✉❧t✿
Pr♦♣♦s✐t✐♦♥ ✺✳✸✳ ❚❤❡ t❡r♠s s
right/left
l (z) ❞❡✜♥❡❞ ❜② ✭✺✳✽✮ s❛t✐s❢②
s
left/right
l (z) = ∆
left/right
l (z)
❢♦r ♦❞❞ m ❛♥❞
sleftl (z) = ∆
left
l (z)−
4α2 + 2l − 1
(4φ¯n(z))l









❢♦r ❡✈❡♥ m✱ ✇❤❡r❡ ξn ❛♥❞ φ¯n ❛r❡ ❛s ❞❡✜♥❡❞ ✐♥ ➓ ✷✳✸✳
Pr♦♦❢✳ ❚❤✐s ❝❛♥ ❜❡ ♣r♦✈❡♥ ❛❣❛✐♥ ❜② ♠❛t❤❡♠❛t✐❝❛❧ ✐♥❞✉❝t✐♦♥✱ ❝♦♠♣❧❡t❡❧② ❛♥❛❧♦❣♦✉s t♦ ❬✻✱ ➓❇❪ ❢♦r t❤❡ ❧❡❢t ❝❛s❡✳
❲❡ s❤♦✉❧❞ ♥♦t❡ t❤❛t ❣❝❞(qn, rn+j) ✐s ♥♦t ♥❡❝❡ss❛r✐❧② ♦♥❡✱ ✇❤✐❝❤ ✐s ♥❡❡❞❡❞ ✐♥ ❬✶✸✱ ✉♥❞❡r ✭✶✵❞✮❪✱ ❜✉t t❤❛t t❤❡
s✉❣❣❡st❡❞ ❝❤❛♥❣❡ ✐♥ ✈❛r✐❛❜❧❡s ❝❛♥ ❡❧✐♠✐♥❛t❡ t❤❡ ❝♦♠♠♦♥ ❢❛❝t♦r✳ ❋♦r t❤❡ r✐❣❤t ❝❛s❡✱ t❤❡ ♣r♦♦❢ ✐s ❛❧s♦ ❛♥❛❧♦❣♦✉s✱
❜✉t ✇✐t❤ λj,l−j = aj = (−1)j [36(l − j)j − 1]νl−jνj/2, pj = 1 − 36j(l − j), qj = −(6j − 5)(6j − 7)(l − j + 1)
❛♥❞ fj = 1/l✳
■♥ t❤❡ ♥❡①t ❡q✉❛t✐♦♥s✱ t❤❡ ❝♦❡✣❝✐❡♥ts W
right/left
k,i ❛r❡ t❤❡ ▲❛✉r❡♥t ❝♦❡✣❝✐❡♥ts ♦❢ s
right/left








k,i (z − 1/2∓ 1/2)i. ✭✺✳✾✮
❚❤❡② ❛r❡ ✉s❡❞ t♦ ❝♦♠♣✉t❡ U
right/left
k,p ❞✐r❡❝t❧②✱ ❜❛s❡❞ ♦♥ ✭✺✳✼✮✳ ❚❤✐s ❤❛s t❤❡ ❛❞✈❛♥t❛❣❡ ♦❢ ♥❡❡❞✐♥❣ ❧❡ss ♠❡♠♦r②✱
❛s t❤❡ Q
right/left
































■t ♠✐❣❤t ❜❡ ♥❡❝❡ss❛r② t♦ ❛♣♣r♦①✐♠❛t❡ t❤❡ ♦rt❤♦♥♦r♠❛❧ ♣♦❧②♥♦♠✐❛❧s ♥❡❛r z = 0 ❛♥❞ 1✱ ❢♦r ✇❤✐❝❤ ✐t ✐s
✐♥❛❝❝✉r❛t❡ ❛♥❞ ❝♦♠♣✉t❛t✐♦♥❛❧❧② ❡①♣❡♥s✐✈❡ t♦ ✉s❡ ✭✺✳✼✮ ❛♥❞ ❝❡rt❛✐♥❧② t❤❡ r❡❝✉rs✐✈❡ ❛♣♣❧✐❝❛t✐♦♥ ♦❢ ✭✺✳✸✮✳ ❙♦
♦♣t✐♦♥❛❧❧②✱ ♦♥❡ ❝❛♥ st✐❧❧ ❝♦♠♣✉t❡ t❤❡ s❡r✐❡s ❡①♣❛♥s✐♦♥ ♦❢ R
right/left
































(±1)i−n+lU left/rightk−j,l W right/leftj,i .









































































✻ ❊①♣❧✐❝✐t s❡r✐❡s ❡①♣❛♥s✐♦♥s ❢♦r s
left/right
k (z) ❛♥❞ ∆
left/right
k (z)
■♥ t❤✐s s❡❝t✐♦♥ ✇❡ ❞❡r✐✈❡ ❢✉❧❧② ❡①♣❧✐❝✐t ❡①♣r❡ss✐♦♥s ❢♦r t❤❡ ❝♦❡✣❝✐❡♥ts W
right/left
k,i ✱ ❞❡✜♥❡❞ ❜② ✭✺✳✾✮ ♦r ✭✺✳✶✵✮
❢♦r ❛ ♠♦♥♦♠✐❛❧✱ ❣❡♥❡r❛❧ ♣♦❧②♥♦♠✐❛❧ ❛♥❞ ❣❡♥❡r❛❧ ❢✉♥❝t✐♦♥ Q r❡s♣❡❝t✐✈❡❧②✳ ❚❤❡s❡ ❡①♣r❡ss✐♦♥s ❛r❡ ❛♠❡♥❛❜❧❡ t♦
✐♠♣❧❡♠❡♥t❛t✐♦♥ ✇✐t❤♦✉t ❢✉rt❤❡r s②♠❜♦❧✐❝ ♠❛♥✐♣✉❧❛t✐♦♥s✳ ❚❤❡ ♣r♦❝❡ss ❛♥❞ t❡r♠✐♥♦❧♦❣② ♦❢ s②♠❜♦❧s ♠✐♠✐❝❦s
t❤❛t ✉s❡❞ ✐♥ ❬✻❪ ❢♦r ❏❛❝♦❜✐ ♣♦❧②♥♦♠✐❛❧s✳ ■♥ t❤✐s s❡❝t✐♦♥ ✇❡ ❛✐♠ t♦ ❜❡ ❝♦✐♥❝✐s❡ ②❡t ❝♦♠♣❧❡t❡ ✭t❤✉s ♥❡❡❞✐♥❣ ❘✉s✲
s✐❛♥ ❝❤❛r❛❝t❡rs✮✿ ✇❡ ❡①♣❛♥❞ s
left/right
k (z) ❛♥❞ ∆
left/right
k (z) ✐♥ ♣♦✇❡r s❡r✐❡s ✇❤❡r❡ t❤❡ ❝♦❡✣❝✐❡♥ts ❛r❡ ❝♦♠♣✉t❡❞
✉s✐♥❣ ❝♦♥✈♦❧✉t✐♦♥s✳
✻✳✶ ▲❡❢t ❞✐s❦ ✇✐t❤ ♠♦♥♦♠✐❛❧ Q(x)
❋✐rst ✇❡ ❝♦♥s✐❞❡r sleftk (z)✱ ✇❤❡r❡ ✇❡ ❦♥♦✇ t❤❛t W
left
k,i ≡ 0 ∀i < −⌈k/2⌉✳ ❲❡ ❤❛✈❡
∆leftk (z) =
(α, k − 1)
4kφ¯n(z)k
2−ασ3Gk(z)2ασ3 , ✭✻✳✶✮
✇❤❡r❡ Gk ✐s ❞❡✜♥❡❞ ❢♦r ♦❞❞ ❛♥❞ ❡✈❡♥ k ❛s
G♦❞❞k (z) =
α2 + k2 − 14
4kz1/2(z − 1)1/2
(−4z + 2 2i








( −2 cos(yα) −2i cos(yα+1)
























( −2 sin(yα) −2i sin(yα+1)
−2i sin(yα−1) 2 sin(yα)
)
.
❖♥❡ s❤♦✉❧❞ r❡♠❛r❦ t❤❛t (−ϕ(z))α 6= ϕ(z)α(−1)α ✇✐t❤ st❛♥❞❛r❞ ❜r❛♥❝❤ ❝✉ts ✇❤❡♥ ❞❡r✐✈✐♥❣ t❤✐s ❢♦r♠✉❧❛✳
❆❧s♦✱ ✇❡ ❤❛✈❡ ✉s❡❞ ϕ(z) = exp(i arccos(2z − 1)) ❬✷✽✱ ➓✺✳✵❪✳
❚❤❡ ❢✉♥❝t✐♦♥s yγ ❛❜♦✈❡ ❛r❡ ❞❡♣❡♥❞❡♥t ♦♥ z ❜②





















◆♦t❡ t❤❛t ✇✐t❤ t❤❡ st❛♥❞❛r❞ ❜r❛♥❝❤ ❝✉ts ❢♦r t❤❡ ♣♦✇❡rs✱ yγ ✐s r❡❛❧ ♦♥ t❤❡ ✐♥t❡r✈❛❧ [0, 1]✳
❲❡ ✐♥t❡♥❞ t♦ ❡①♣❛♥❞ ❛❧❧ t❡r♠s ❛♣♣❡❛r✐♥❣ ✐♥ t❤❡ ❞❡✜♥✐t✐♦♥s ♦❢ Gk✱ st❛rt✐♥❣ ✇✐t❤
cos(yγ)







































✇❤❡r❡ ✇❡ ❤❛✈❡ ✉s❡❞ t❤❡ ❑r♦♥❡❝❦❡r ❞❡❧t❛ δi,j ✳ ❆❧s♦✱
4z − 2






















❲❡ st✐❧❧ ♥❡❡❞ t♦ ❡①♣❛♥❞ t❤❡ ♣♦✇❡r φ¯n(z)
−k ✐♥ ✭✻✳✶✮ ❛s z → 0✳ ❚♦ t❤❛t ❡♥❞✱ ✇❡ ❝❛♥ ❝♦♠❜✐♥❡ ✭✷✳✹✮✱ ✭✷✳✺✮
❛♥❞ ✭✸✳✷✮✳ ■t ✐s q✉✐t❡ st❛♥❞❛r❞✱ ❜✉t ✐♥❝r❡❛s✐♥❣❧② t❡❞✐♦✉s✱ ❢♦r s❡r✐❡s ❡①♣❛♥s✐♦♥s t♦ ✐♥✈♦❧✈❡ ❝♦♥✈♦❧✉t✐♦♥s ✇❤♦s❡
✶✼
❝♦❡✣❝✐❡♥ts ❝❛♥ ❜❡ ❢♦✉♥❞ r❡❝✉rs✐✈❡❧②✳ ❚❤❛t ✐s t❤❡ ♦r✐❣✐♥ ♦❢ t❤❡ ❝♦❡✣❝✐❡♥ts fj ❛♥❞ gk,m ❜❡❧♦✇✱ ❛♥❞ ✇❡ ✇✐❧❧ ✉s❡










































❚❤❡ ❝♦❡✣❝✐❡♥ts W leftk,i ✐♥ ❡①♣❛♥s✐♦♥ ✭✺✳✾✮ ❢♦r t❤❡ ❢✉♥❝t✐♦♥s s
left
k (z) ❛r❡ ❣✐✈❡♥ ❜②
W leftk,i =




















 2ασ3 − (α, k − 1)(4α2 + 2k − 1)gk,i+k/2
2k4k
I,
r❡s♣❡❝t✐✈❡❧② ❢♦r ♦❞❞ ❛♥❞ ❡✈❡♥ k✳ ❚❤❡ V leftk,i ❝❛♥ ❜❡ ♦❜t❛✐♥❡❞ ❜② ❧❡❛✈✐♥❣ ♦✉t t❤❡ t❡r♠ ✇✐t❤ I✳
✻✳✷ ❘✐❣❤t ❞✐s❦ ✇✐t❤ ♠♦♥♦♠✐❛❧ Q(x)
❯♥❧✐❦❡ ✐♥ t❤❡ ❏❛❝♦❜✐ ❝❛s❡✱ t❤❡ ❡①♣r❡ss✐♦♥s ❢♦r t❤❡ ❧❡❢t ❛♥❞ r✐❣❤t ❞✐s❦s ❛r❡ ♥♦t s②♠♠❡tr✐❝✱ s✐♥❝❡ t❤❡② ❝♦rr❡s♣♦♥❞
t♦ q✉❛❧✐t❛t✐✈❡❧② ❞✐✛❡r❡♥t ❜❡❤❛✈✐♦✉r ♦❢ t❤❡ ♣♦❧②♥♦♠✐❛❧s ♥❡❛r ❛ ❤❛r❞ ❡❞❣❡ ❛♥❞ ♥❡❛r ❛ s♦❢t ❡❞❣❡✳ ❲✐t❤ w = z−1













(−4w − 2 2i









( −2 cos(τα) 2i cos(τα+1)
2i cos(τα−1) 2 cos(τα)
)
,







( −2i sin(τα) −2 sin(τα+1)
−2 sin(τα−1) 2i sin(τα)
)
.
❋♦r t❤❡ ❡①♣❛♥s✐♦♥ ♦❢ Ωk(z)✱ ✇❡ ♦❜s❡r✈❡ t❤❛t
































































































(−2)m−l((m− l)!(1 + 2m− 2l) ,










































❚❤❡ ♣❤❛s❡ ❢✉♥❝t✐♦♥ ξn(z) s❤♦✉❧❞ ❜❡ O
(
(z − 1)3/2) ❬✷✽✱ ❘❡♠✳ ✸✳✷✷❪ ❛♥❞ ✭✻✳✸✮ ✐♥❞❡❡❞ ✐♥❞✐❝❛t❡s t❤❛t f0 =
−2+ 2q0r0 ✐s ③❡r♦✱ s♦ ✇❡ ❤❛✈❡ st❛rt❡❞ t❤❡ ✐♥❞✐❝❡s ✐♥ t❤❡ ❡①♣❛♥s✐♦♥ ♦❢ ξn(z) ❢r♦♠ j = 1✳ ❑❡❡♣✐♥❣ ✐♥ ♠✐♥❞ t❤❡









































t♦ ✇❤✐❝❤ ✇❡ ❛❞❞ −νkgk,i+3k/2I ✇❤❡♥ k ✐s ❡✈❡♥✳
✻✳✸ ▲❡❢t ❞✐s❦ ✇✐t❤ ❣❡♥❡r❛❧ ♣♦❧②♥♦♠✐❛❧ Q(x)
❲❡ ❝❛♥ r❡✲✉s❡ t❤❡ ❡①♣❛♥s✐♦♥ ♦❢ Gk(z)✳ ❍♦✇❡✈❡r✱ ✐♥ t❤✐s ❝❛s❡ Hn(z) ❤❛s ❛♥ ❡①♣❛♥s✐♦♥ ✐♥ n✱ ❣✐✈❡♥ ❜② ✭✸✳✽✮✳
❍❡♥❝❡✱ ✇❡ ❤❛✈❡ t♦ ❞❡t❡r♠✐♥❡ t❤❡ ❡①♣❛♥s✐♦♥ ♦❢ φ¯n(z) ✭✷✳✺✮ ♥❡❛r z = 0 ❛♥❡✇✱ ❜✉t ❛❢t❡r✇❛r❞s ♦♥❡ ❝♦♥t✐♥✉❡s ❛s






















































































❚❤✐s ❣✐✈❡s ❛ ♣♦❧❡ ♦❢ ♦r❞❡r O(z−⌈k/2⌉) ✐♥ ∆leftk (z)✱ ❛s ✐t s❤♦✉❧❞ ❬✷✽✱ ❘❡♠ ✸✳✷✾❪✳
✻✳✹ ❘✐❣❤t ❞✐s❦ ✇✐t❤ ❣❡♥❡r❛❧ ♣♦❧②♥♦♠✐❛❧ Q(x)
❲❡ ❝❛♥ ❛❧s♦ r❡✉s❡ t❤❡ ❡①♣❛♥s✐♦♥ ♦❢ Ωk(z) ❛♥❞ t❤❡ ❡①♣❛♥s✐♦♥ ♦❢ ξn(z) ✉♣ t♦ t❤❡ ❞❡✜♥✐t✐♦♥ ♦❢ fj ✭s♦ t❤❡
❡①♣❛♥s✐♦♥ ♦❢ arccos(
√
z)✮ ❢r♦♠ ➓✻✳✷✳ ❊①♣❛♥❞✐♥❣ ✭✷✳✹✮✱ ✇❡ ❣❡t



















































■t ❢♦❧❧♦✇s ❜② t❤❡ ❝♦♥str✉❝t✐♦♥ ✐♥ ➓ ✸✳✷ t❤❛t f l0 = 0✳ ❚❤✉s✱ (−ξn(1 + w))−k ❛❣❛✐♥ ❤❛s ❛ ♣♦❧❡ ♦❢ ♦r❞❡r O(w−3k/2)✿















































✻✳✺ ▲❡❢t ❞✐s❦ ✇✐t❤ ❣❡♥❡r❛❧ ❢✉♥❝t✐♦♥ Q(x)
❋♦r ❣❡♥❡r❛❧ Q✱ t❤❡ ▼❘❙ ♥✉♠❜❡r βn ✐s ❞❡♣❡♥❞❡♥t ♦♥ n ✐♥ ❛ ✇❛② t❤❛t ✐s ♥♦t ❡❛s② t♦ ♣r❡❞✐❝t✱ s❡❡ ❢♦r ❡①❛♠♣❧❡
✭✸✳✶✶✮✳ ❆s ❛ r❡s✉❧t✱ s♦ ✐s Vn(x)✳ ❚❤✐s ♠❡❛♥s t❤❛t t❤❡ s❡r✐❡s ❡①♣❛♥s✐♦♥s t❤❛t ❢♦r♠ t❤❡ r❡s✉❧t ♦❢ t❤✐s s❡❝t✐♦♥ ❛r❡
❛❧s♦ ❞❡♣❡♥❞❡♥t ♦♥ n✳ ❍❡♥❝❡✱ str✐❝t❧② s♣❡❛❦✐♥❣✱ t❤❡② ❛r❡ ♥♦t t❤❡ tr✉❡ ❛s②♠♣t♦t✐❝ ❡①♣❛♥s✐♦♥s✳ ❍♦✇❡✈❡r✱ ❢♦r
❛♥② ❣✐✈❡♥ n t❤❡② ❝❛♥ st✐❧❧ ❜❡ ✉s❡❢✉❧ ✐♥ ❝♦♠♣✉t❛t✐♦♥s ❛♥❞ ❣✐✈❡ ❛ ❝♦♠♣✉t❛t✐♦♥❛❧ t✐♠❡ ✐♥❞❡♣❡♥❞❡♥t ♦❢ n✳ ❲❡













y − 1yl+1 , ✭✻✳✺✮
❈♦♥t✐♥✉✐♥❣ t❤❡ ❛♥❛❧②s✐s ❛s ❜❡❢♦r❡✱ ✇❡ ✜♥❞ ❛♥ ❡①♣❛♥s✐♦♥ ❢♦r φ¯n✱
√
























































































✇❤❡r❡ ✇❡ ✉s❡❞ ✭✷✳✺✮ ❛♥❞ t❤❡ ♣♦✇❡r s❡r✐❡s ♦❢ ❛♥ ✐♥t❡❣r❛❧✳ ❲❡ ♣❧✉❣ t❤✐s ✐♥t♦ ✭✻✳✷✮ ❛♥❞ ❝♦♥t✐♥✉❡ ✇✐t❤ t❤❡ ♦t❤❡r
❡q✉❛t✐♦♥s ✐♥ ➓ ✻✳✶ t♦ ❣❡t t❤❡ ❡①♣❛♥s✐♦♥ ♦❢ sleftk (z) ❢♦r ❣❡♥❡r❛❧ Q(x)✳ ❚❤❡ r❡s✉❧t✐♥❣ ♠❛tr✐❝❡s ❛r❡ ❛❧s♦ tr❡❛t❡❞ ❛s
❢♦r ♠♦♥♦♠✐❛❧ Q(x) ✐♥ ➓ ✺✳✷ ❛♥❞ ✺✳✹ t♦ ♦❜t❛✐♥ t❤❡ U ✲ ❛♥❞ Q✲♠❛tr✐❝❡s✳
✻✳✻ ❘✐❣❤t ❞✐s❦ ✇✐t❤ ❣❡♥❡r❛❧ ❢✉♥❝t✐♦♥ Q(x)










y − 1(y − 1)l+1 . ✭✻✳✻✮















































❘❡♠❛r❦ ✻✳✶✳ ❘❡♠❛r❦ t❤❛t ✐♥ ♦r❞❡r t♦ ✉s❡ t❤❡s❡ ❡①♣r❡ss✐♦♥s✱ ♦♥❡ ♦♥❧② ♥❡❡❞s t♦ ✭♥✉♠❡r✐❝❛❧❧②✮ ❝♦♠♣✉t❡ βn
❛♥❞ t❤❡ ❝♦♥t♦✉r ✐♥t❡❣r❛❧s✳ ■♥ ❝♦♥tr❛st✱ ✇❡ ♥❡❡❞ t♦ ❞❡✜♥❡ m t✐♠❡s ♠♦r❡ ❝♦❡✣❝✐❡♥ts ✐♥ t❤❡ ❝❛s❡ Q(x) ✐s ❛
❣❡♥❡r❛❧ ♣♦❧②♥♦♠✐❛❧ t♦ ❝♦♠♣✉t❡ ✭✻✳✹✮✱ ❡✈❡♥ t❤♦✉❣❤ ✇❡ ❝❛♥ ❛❧s♦ ❥✉st ✉s❡ t❤♦s❡ s❛♠❡ ❝♦♥t♦✉r ✐♥t❡❣r❛❧s✳ ❆ ❜r✐❡❢
♥✉♠❡r✐❝❛❧ ❝♦♠♣❛r✐s♦♥ ✐s ❣✐✈❡♥ ✐♥ ➓ ✼✳✹✱ ❛♥❞ ✇❡ ❝❛♥ ♥♦t❡ t❤❛t t❤❡ ❡①♣r❡ss✐♦♥s t❤❛t ✇❡ ❤❛✈❡ s♣❡❝✐✜❝❛❧❧② ❞❡r✐✈❡❞
❢♦r ❣❡♥❡r❛❧ ♣♦❧②♥♦♠✐❛❧ Q ❛r❡ ❢✉❧❧② ❡①♣❧✐❝✐t✳
✼ ❊①❛♠♣❧❡s ❛♥❞ ♥✉♠❡r✐❝❛❧ r❡s✉❧ts
✼✳✶ ▼♦♥♦♠✐❛❧ Q(x)
❆ ❝❛s❡ ♦❢ s♣❡❝✐✜❝ ✐♥t❡r❡st ✐♥ t❤❡ ❝♦♥t❡①t ♦❢ ●❛✉ss✐❛♥ q✉❛❞r❛t✉r❡ ✐s t❤❡ st❛♥❞❛r❞ ▲❛❣✉❡rr❡ ♣♦❧②♥♦♠✐❛❧✳ ❲❡
✐❧❧✉str❛t❡ t❤❡ ❛❝❝✉r❛❝② ♦❢ t❤❡ ❛s②♠♣t♦t✐❝ ❡①♣❛♥s✐♦♥ ✐♥ t❤❡ ❧❡❢t ❞✐s❦ ✉s✐♥❣ ♦✉r s✐♠♣❧✐✜❝❛t✐♦♥s ✭✭✺✳✼✮ ❛♥❞
♣r♦♣♦s✐t✐♦♥ ✺✳✸✮ ✐♥ t❤❡ ❧❡❢t ♣❛rt ♦❢ ❋✐❣✉r❡ ✷✳ ❚❤❡ ✈❛❧✉❡s ✇❡ ❝♦♠♣❛r❡ ✇✐t❤ ❛r❡ ❝♦♠♣✉t❡❞ ✉s✐♥❣ ❛ r❡❝✉rr❡♥❝❡
r❡❧❛t✐♦♥ ❢♦r ♦rt❤♦♥♦r♠❛❧ ♣♦❧②♥♦♠✐❛❧s ✇✐t❤ ❡①❛❝t ❝♦❡✣❝✐❡♥ts ✇✐t❤ ❝❛❧❝✉❧❛t✐♦♥s ✐♥ ❞♦✉❜❧❡ ♣r❡❝✐s✐♦♥✳ ❲❡ ❡✈❛❧✉❛t❡
❛t ❛ ♣♦✐♥t ❝❧♦s❡ t♦ t❤❡ ♥♦r♠❛❧✐③❡❞ ♦r✐❣✐♥✳ ❚❤❡ ❡rr♦rs ❞❡❝r❡❛s❡ ❛s O(n−T ) ✇✐t❤ T t❤❡ ♥✉♠❜❡r ♦❢ t❡r♠s ❛s
❡①♣❡❝t❡❞✳ ❋♦r s♠❛❧❧ n✱ t❤❡ ❡①♣❛♥s✐♦♥s ♠❛② ❞✐✈❡r❣❡ ✇✐t❤ ✐♥❝r❡❛s✐♥❣ T ❛♥❞ t❤❡ ❡rr♦rs s❛t✉r❛t❡ ❛t ❛❜♦✉t 10−14✳
■♥ t❤❡ r✐❣❤t ♣❛rt ♦❢ ❋✐❣✉r❡ ✷✱ ✇❡ s❤♦✇ r❡s✉❧ts ❢♦r ❛♥♦t❤❡r ♠♦♥♦♠✐❛❧ Q(x)✱ ✇❤❡r❡ t❤❡ ❤✐❣❤❡r ♦r❞❡r t❡r♠s
❛r❡ ♥♦✇ ❝❛❧❝✉❧❛t❡❞ ✇✐t❤ ✭✺✳✺✮ ✇❤❡r❡ t❤❡ s✉♠♠❛t✐♦♥ ✐♥❞❡① n r❛♥❣❡s ❢r♦♠ 0 t♦ 11✳ ❍❡r❡✱ ✇❡ ❤❛✈❡ ✉s❡❞ ❤✐❣❤✲
♣r❡❝✐s✐♦♥ ❛r✐t❤♠❡t✐❝ t♦ ❝♦♠♣✉t❡ t❤❡ r❡❢❡r❡♥❝❡ s♦❧✉t✐♦♥ ✉s✐♥❣ st❛♥❞❛r❞ ♠❡t❤♦❞s✳ ■♥ t❤❡ ❝♦♥t✐♥✉♦✉s ▲❛♥❝③♦s
❛❧❣♦r✐t❤♠ ❬✷✼✱ ❆❧❣♦ ✸✼✳✶❪ ❢♦r t❤❡ ❝♦♠♣✉t❛t✐♦♥ ♦❢ t❤❡ r❡❝✉rr❡♥❝❡ ❝♦❡✣❝✐❡♥ts✱ ✇❡ ❤❛✈❡ t♦ ❡✈❛❧✉❛t❡ ✐♥t❡❣r❛❧s
s✉❝❤ ❛s an =
∫∞
0 x
α+1 exp(−Q(x))p2n−1(x)dx✳ ■♥ ♦r❞❡r t♦ ♦❜t❛✐♥ s✉✣❝✐❡♥t❧② ❛❝❝✉r❛t❡ ❵❡①❛❝t✬ r❡s✉❧ts ✉s✐♥❣ t❤❡
r❡❝✉rr❡♥❝❡ r❡❧❛t✐♦♥✱ ✇❡ ❤❛❞ t♦ ❡✈❛❧✉❛t❡ t❤❡ r❡❝✉rr❡♥❝❡ ❝♦❡✣❝✐❡♥ts ✇✐t❤ ✷✻ ❞✐❣✐ts ♦❢ ❛❝❝✉r❛❝②✱ ❛ ❝♦♠♣✉t❛t✐♦♥
t❤❛t ✇❡ ♣❡r❢♦r♠❡❞ ✐♥ ❏✉❧✐❛✳ ❆❧❧ ❝♦♠♣✉t❛t✐♦♥s ✇✐t❤ t❤❡ ❛s②♠♣t♦t✐❝ ❡①♣❛♥s✐♦♥s ✇❡r❡ ♣❡r❢♦r♠❡❞ ✐♥ st❛♥❞❛r❞
✢♦❛t✐♥❣ ♣♦✐♥t ❞♦✉❜❧❡ ♣r❡❝✐s✐♦♥✳ ❍❛✈✐♥❣ s❛✐❞ t❤❛t✱ t❤❡ ❡rr♦rs ❛❣❛✐♥ ❞❡❝r❡❛s❡ ❧✐❦❡ O(n−T ) ❛s ✇❡ ❡①♣❡❝t✱ ❤❡♥❝❡
✇❡ ❝♦♥❝❧✉❞❡ t❤❛t t❤❡ ❤✐❣❤❡r ♦r❞❡r t❡r♠s ❛r❡ ❝♦♠♣✉t❡❞ ❝♦rr❡❝t❧②✳ ❚❤❡ ❛s②♠♣t♦t✐❝ ❡①♣❛♥s✐♦♥s ♦❢ t❤❡ ❝♦❡✣❝✐❡♥ts
γn✱ αn ❛♥❞ βn✱ ❛♥❞ ♦❢ t❤❡ ♣♦❧②♥♦♠✐❛❧s ✐♥ t❤❡ ♦t❤❡r r❡❣✐♦♥s ❛♥❞ ❢♦r ♦t❤❡r ✈❛❧✉❡s ♦❢ x ❡①❤✐❜✐t s✐♠✐❧❛r ❜❡❤❛✈✐♦✉r✳
✷✶













































❋✐❣✉r❡ ✷✿ ❘❡❧❛t✐✈❡ ❡rr♦r ♦❢ t❤❡ ❛s②♠♣t♦t✐❝ ❡①♣❛♥s✐♦♥ ✐♥ t❤❡ ❧❡❢t ❜♦✉♥❞❛r② r❡❣✐♦♥ ❛s ❛ ❢✉♥❝t✐♦♥ ♦❢ t❤❡ ❞❡❣r❡❡✱
❢♦r w(x) = e−x, x = 4n/1000 ✭❧❡❢t✮ ❛♥❞ w(x) = x2.8 exp(−0.7x3 − 3/2), x = βn(1− i)/100 ✭r✐❣❤t✮✳
✼✳✷ ❈♦♥♥❡❝t✐♦♥ ✇✐t❤ ❍❡r♠✐t❡ ♣♦❧②♥♦♠✐❛❧s
❬✶✾✱ ✶✽✳✼✳✶✼❪ st❛t❡s t❤❛t H2n(x) = (−1)n22nn!L(−1/2)n (x2)✱ ❜✉t ❛s t❤❡s❡ ❡❛s✐❧② ♦✈❡r✢♦✇ ♥✉♠❡r✐❝❛❧❧②✱ ✇❡ ❝♦♥✲
str✉❝t ♥♦r♠❛❧✐③❡❞ ❍❡r♠✐t❡ ♣♦❧②♥♦♠✐❛❧s ❜②
H♥♦r♠0 (x) = π





− (j − 1)H
♥♦r♠
j−2 (x)√
j(j − 1) .
❆s (2n)!
√
π = n!4nΓ(n+1/2)✱ ✇❡ ❤❛✈❡ t❤❛t H♥♦r♠2n (x) = L
(−1/2),♥♦r♠
n (x2)✱ t❤❡ ♥♦r♠❛❧✐③❡❞ ❛ss♦❝✐❛t❡❞ ▲❛❣✉❡rr❡
♣♦❧②♥♦♠✐❛❧ ✇✐t❤ ♣♦s✐t✐✈❡ ❧❡❛❞✐♥❣ ❝♦❡✣❝✐❡♥t✳ ■♥ t❤❡ ❧❡❢t ♣❛rt ♦❢ ❋✐❣✉r❡ ✸✱ ✇❡ s❡❡ t❤❛t t❤❡ ❛s②♠♣t♦t✐❝ ❡①♣❛♥s✐♦♥
✐♥ t❤❡ r✐❣❤t ❞✐s❦ ✭✹✳✸✮ ✭❢♦r t❤❡ s✉♠♠❛t✐♦♥ ✐♥❞❡① n ❢r♦♠ 0 t♦ 10✮ ❝♦♥✈❡r❣❡s ❛s ❡①♣❡❝t❡❞ t♦ H♥♦r♠2n (x) ❛s ❛
❢✉♥❝t✐♦♥ ♦❢ n✱ ❡✈❛❧✉❛t❡❞ ❛t x2 = 0.97(4n) ✉s✐♥❣ ✭✺✳✺✮✱ Q(x) = x ❛♥❞ α = −1/2✳

















































❋✐❣✉r❡ ✸✿ ❘❡❧❛t✐✈❡ ❡rr♦r ♦♥ t❤❡ ♥♦r♠❛❧✐③❡❞ ❍❡r♠✐t❡ ♣♦❧②♥♦♠✐❛❧s ❛s ❛ ❢✉♥❝t✐♦♥ ♦❢ t❤❡ ❞❡❣r❡❡ ♦❢ t❤❡ ❛s✲
s♦❝✐❛t❡❞ ▲❛❣✉❡rr❡ ♣♦❧②♥♦♠✐❛❧ n✱ ❢♦r w(x) = exp(−x2), H2n(x), x =
√
3.88n ✭❧❡❢t✮ ❛♥❞ w(x) = exp(−x4 +
3x2), H2n+1(x), x =
√
0.31βn ✭r✐❣❤t✮✳ ❆❧❧ ❝❛❧❝✉❧❛t✐♦♥s ✭❛❧s♦ t❤❡ r❡❝✉rr❡♥❝❡ ❝♦❡✣❝✐❡♥ts✮ ✇❡r❡ ♣❡r❢♦r♠❡❞ ✐♥
❞♦✉❜❧❡ ♣r❡❝✐s✐♦♥✳
❋♦r ♦❞❞ ❞❡❣r❡❡s✱ ❛ s✐♠✐❧❛r r❡❛s♦♥✐♥❣ ❣✐✈❡sH♥♦r♠2n+1(x) = xL
(1/2),♥♦r♠
n (x2)✳ ◆♦✇✱ ✇❡ ❡①♣❧♦r❡ t❤❡ ❝♦♥♥❡❝t✐♦♥ ♦❢
❛ ❣❡♥❡r❛❧✐③❡❞ ✇❡✐❣❤t exp(−x4+3x2) ♦♥ (−∞,∞) ✇✐t❤ ❛ ✇❡✐❣❤t exp(−x2+3x) ♦♥ [0,∞)✱ ✉s✐♥❣ t❤❡ ❡①♣❛♥s✐♦♥ ✐♥
✷✷
t❤❡ ❧❡♥s ✭✹✳✶✮✳ ❆❧t❤♦✉❣❤ t❤❡ r✐❣❤t ♣❛♥❡❧ ♦❢ ❋✐❣✉r❡ ✸ s❤♦✇s ❤✐❣❤❡r ❡rr♦rs✱ ✇❡ ❞♦ ❣❡t t❤❡ O(n−T/m) ❝♦♥✈❡r❣❡♥❝❡
✇❡ ❡①♣❡❝t✱ ✇✐t❤ T t❤❡ ♥✉♠❜❡r ♦❢ t❡r♠s ❛♥❞ m = 2✳ ■t ❛❧s♦ ✐❧❧✉str❛t❡s t❤❛t t❛❦✐♥❣ ♠♦r❡ t❡r♠s ✐s ♥♦t ❛❧✇❛②s
❛❞✈❛♥t❛❣❡♦✉s✱ ❛s t❤❡ ❛s②♠♣t♦t✐❝ ❡①♣❛♥s✐♦♥s ❞✐✈❡r❣❡ ✇❤❡♥ ✐♥❝r❡❛s✐♥❣ T ❢♦r ❛ ✜①❡❞ n✳ ❚❤✐s ❡✛❡❝t ✐s ♠♦r❡
♣r♦♥♦✉♥❝❡❞ ✇❤❡♥ n ✐s ❧♦✇✳
■♥ ❜♦t❤ ❝❛s❡s✱ α2 = 1/4 ❛♥❞ t❤❡ ❡①♣❛♥s✐♦♥ ✐♥ t❤❡ ❇❡ss❡❧ r❡❣✐♦♥ ❡①❤✐❜✐ts tr✐❣♦♥♦♠❡tr✐❝ ❜❡❤❛✈✐♦✉r ❛s ✐♥
t❤❡ ❧❡♥s✳ ❯♥❧✐❦❡ ✐♥ t❤❡ ❏❛❝♦❜✐ ❝❛s❡ ❬✻✱ ➓✷✳✻❪✱ t❤❡② ❛r❡ ♥♦t ❡①❛❝t❧② ❡q✉❛❧ ❢♦r t❤❡ s❛♠❡ ♥✉♠❜❡r ♦❢ t❡r♠s✱ ❜✉t
t❤❡② ❛❣r❡❡ ♠♦r❡ ❛♥❞ ♠♦r❡ ✐❢ n ❛♥❞✴♦r T ✐♥❝r❡❛s❡✭s✮✳ ❍♦✇❡✈❡r✱ t❤❡ ❝♦♠♣✉t❛t✐♦♥ ♦❢ ❤✐❣❤❡r ♦r❞❡r t❡r♠s ❝❛♥ ❜❡
✐♠♣r♦✈❡❞ ✐♥ t❤✐s ❝❛s❡ ❛s ♠❡♥t✐♦♥❡❞ ✐♥ ❘❡♠❛r❦ ✺✳✶✳
❖♥❡ ❝♦✉❧❞ ❛❧s♦ ❣♦ t❤r♦✉❣❤ ❬✼❪ t♦ ♦❜t❛✐♥ ❛s②♠♣t♦t✐❝s ♦❢ ❍❡r♠✐t❡✲t②♣❡ ♣♦❧②♥♦♠✐❛❧s✱ ❛♥❞ t❤❡r❡ ❛r❡ ✐♥❞❡❡❞
♠❛♥② ❛♥❛❧♦❣✐❡s ❜❡t✇❡❡♥ ❜♦t❤ ❛♣♣r♦❛❝❤❡s✱ ❛s ❬✷✽❪ ✇❛s ✐♥s♣✐r❡❞ ❜② ✐t✳ ❖♥❡ ❛❞✈❛♥t❛❣❡ ♦❢ ❡①♣❧♦✐t✐♥❣ t❤❡ ❝♦♥♥❡❝✲
t✐♦♥ ✇✐t❤ ▲❛❣✉❡rr❡✲t②♣❡ ♣♦❧②♥♦♠✐❛❧s ✐s t❤❛t t❤❡ U leftk,m ♠❛tr✐❝❡s ❛r❡ ③❡r♦ s♦ t❤❡✐r ❝♦♠♣✉t❛t✐♦♥s ❝❛♥ ❜❡ ♦♠✐tt❡❞✱
✇❤✐❧❡ t❤❡ ♦t❤❡r ❛♣♣r♦❛❝❤ ❝♦♠♣✉t❡s U ✲♠❛tr✐❝❡s ♥❡❛r ❜♦t❤ s♦❢t ❡❞❣❡s ✇❤❡♥ str❛✐❣❤t❢♦r✇❛r❞❧② ✐♠♣❧❡♠❡♥t❡❞ ✐♥
❛♥ ❛♥❛❧♦❣♦✉s ✇❛②✳
✼✳✸ ●❡♥❡r❛❧ ❢✉♥❝t✐♦♥ Q(x)
■♥ t❤✐s s❡❝t✐♦♥✱ ✇❡ ♣r♦✈✐❞❡ ♥✉♠❡r✐❝❛❧ r❡s✉❧ts ❢♦r ♦✉r ❝❧❛✐♠ t❤❛t t❤❡ ❡①♣❛♥s✐♦♥s ❝❛♥ ❛❧s♦ ❜❡ ✉s❡❞ ❢♦r ❣❡♥❡r❛❧





❛❣r❡❡s ♥✉♠❡r✐❝❛❧❧② ✇✐t❤ β exp(β/2)[I0(β/2) + I1(β/2)]/4✱ s❡❡ ✭✸✳✶✵✮✱ ❛s ❧♦♥❣ ❛s t❤❡s❡ ❞♦ ♥♦t ♦✈❡r✢♦✇✳ ❆❞❞✐✲
t✐♦♥❛❧❧②✱ t❤❡ ❝♦rr❡s♣♦♥❞✐♥❣ ❡①♣❛♥s✐♦♥ ♦❢ βn ✭✸✳✶✶✮ ❝♦♥✈❡r❣❡s ✇✐t❤ t❤❡ ❡①♣❡❝t❡❞ r❛t❡✱ ❛s ❝❛♥ ❜❡ s❡❡♥ ✐♥ ❋✐❣✉r❡ ✹✳
❲❡ ❛❧s♦ s❤♦✇ t❤❛t ✇❡ ❝❛♥ ❛♣♣r♦①✐♠❛t❡ t❤✐s s♣❡❝✐❛❧ ♦rt❤♦♥♦r♠❛❧ ♣♦❧②♥♦♠✐❛❧ ✐♥ t❤❡ ❜✉❧❦ ♦❢ ✐ts s♣❡❝tr✉♠ ✉s✐♥❣
✭✹✳✶✮ ✐♥ t❤❡ r✐❣❤t s✐❞❡ ♦❢ ❋✐❣✉r❡ ✹✳ ❚❤❡ r❡❢❡r❡♥❝❡ r❡s✉❧ts ✇❡r❡ ❛❣❛✐♥ ❝♦♠♣✉t❡❞ ✉s✐♥❣ r❡❝✉rr❡♥❝❡ ❝♦❡✣❝✐❡♥ts
✇✐t❤ ✷✻ ❞✐❣✐ts✳ ❚❤❡ ❡rr♦rs ❛❣r❡❡ ✇✐t❤ t❤❡ ❡①♣❡❝t❡❞ ♦r❞❡rs ✇❤✐❝❤ ❛r❡ ♦♥❧② ♥❡❣❛t✐✈❡ ✐♥t❡❣❡r ♣♦✇❡rs ♦❢ n✳ ❚❤✐s
✐s ❜❡❝❛✉s❡ ♦t❤❡r t②♣❡s ♦❢ ❞❡♣❡♥❞❡♥❝✐❡s ♦♥ n ❛r✐s✐♥❣ ❢r♦♠ βn ✭❡✳❣✳ t❤❡ O(n−1/m) ❢♦r ❣❡♥❡r❛❧ ♣♦❧②♥♦♠✐❛❧ Q(x)✮
✇❡r❡ ❡❧✐♠✐♥❛t❡❞ ❜② ❢♦r ❡❛❝❤ n ♥✉♠❡r✐❝❛❧❧② ❝♦♠♣✉t✐♥❣ βn ❛♥❞ t❤❡ ❝♦♥t♦✉r ✐♥t❡❣r❛❧s ✭✻✳✺✮ ❛♥❞ ✭✻✳✻✮✳
















log(n)-log(log(8  n 2 ))/2-
n
log(n)-log(log(8  n 2 ))/2+log(8 )/2-
n




















❋✐❣✉r❡ ✹✿ ❊rr♦r ♦❢ t❤❡ ❛s②♠♣t♦t✐❝ ❡①♣❛♥s✐♦♥ ♦❢ βn ✭❧❡❢t✮ ❛♥❞ pn(0.6βn) ✭r✐❣❤t✮ ❢♦r w(x) =
x−1/2 exp(− exp(x))✳
✼✳✹ ●❡♥❡r❛❧ ♣♦❧②♥♦♠✐❛❧ Q(x) ❛❧s♦ ✉s❡❞ ❛s ❛ ❣❡♥❡r❛❧ ❢✉♥❝t✐♦♥
❋♦r t❤✐s ❡①♣❡r✐♠❡♥t✱ ✇❡ r❡❝❛❧❧ ❘❡♠❛r❦s ✸✳✶ ❛♥❞ ✻✳✶✱ ✇❤✐❝❤ st❛t❡ t❤❛t ♦♥❡ ❝❛♥ ✉s❡ t❤❡ ♣r♦❝❡❞✉r❡ ❢♦r ❣❡♥❡r❛❧
❢✉♥❝t✐♦♥s ❛❧s♦ ❢♦r ♣♦❧②♥♦♠✐❛❧ Q(x)✳ ❋✐❣✉r❡ ✺ ♣r♦✈✐❞❡s ❛ ❝♦♠♣❛r✐s♦♥ ♦❢ t❤❡ ❛❝❝✉r❛❝② ♦❜t❛✐♥❡❞ ❢♦r Q(x) =
x6 − 2.1x5 + 3x3 − 6x2 + 9✳ ❚❤❡ ♣r♦❝❡❞✉r❡ ❢♦r ❣❡♥❡r❛❧ ♣♦❧②♥♦♠✐❛❧s ✇♦✉❧❞ ♥❡❡❞ ❛❜♦✉t m = 6 t✐♠❡s ♠♦r❡
t❡r♠s t♦ ❛❝❤✐❡✈❡ t❤❡ s❛♠❡ ♦r❞❡r ✐♥ n ♦❢ t❤❡ ❛s②♠♣t♦t✐❝ ❡①♣❛♥s✐♦♥ t❤❛♥ t❤❡ ♣r♦❝❡❞✉r❡ ❢♦r ❣❡♥❡r❛❧ ❢✉♥❝t✐♦♥s✳
❍♦✇❡✈❡r✱ ✇❤❡r❡ t❤❡ ♥✉♠❜❡r ♦❢ t❡r♠s ✐s t♦♦ ❧♦✇ ✐♥ t❤❡ ❧❡❢t ♣❛rt ♦❢ t❤❡ ✜❣✉r❡✱ ✇❡ ❛♣♣❡❛r t♦ s❡❡ ❛ ❞✐✈❡r❣❡♥❝❡✳
✷✸
❚❤✐s ✐s ❜❡❝❛✉s❡ t❤❡ ❛❝❝✉r❛❝✐❡s ♦❢ t❤❡ ♣❤❛s❡ ❢✉♥❝t✐♦♥ fn(z) ❛♥❞ t❤❡ ▼❘❙ ♥✉♠❜❡r βn ❛r❡ t♦♦ ❧♦✇ t♦ ❝❛♥❝❡❧ ♦✉t
t❤❡ ❡①♣♦♥❡♥t✐❛❧ ❜❡❤❛✈✐♦✉r exp(n(Vn(z) + ln)/2) ✐♥ ✭✹✳✸✮ ✇❤❡♥ ❝❛❧❝✉❧❛t❡❞ ✇✐t❤ t♦♦ ❢❡✇ t❡r♠s✳ ❚❤❡ r❡❢❡r❡♥❝❡
r❡❝✉rr❡♥❝❡ ❝♦❡✣❝✐❡♥ts ✇❡r❡ ❛❣❛✐♥ ❝♦♠♣✉t❡❞ ✉s✐♥❣ ✷✻ ❞✐❣✐ts✱ ❜✉t ✇❡ ❛♣♣❡❛r t♦ s❡❡ ❛♥ O(n) ❡rr♦r ✐♥ t❤❡ r✐❣❤t
♣❛♥❡❧ ♦❢ ❋✐❣✉r❡ ✺ ❛t ❧♦✇ ❡rr♦rs✳ ❚❤✐s ♠❡❛♥s t❤❛t ✇❡ ✇♦✉❧❞ ♥❡❡❞ ❡✈❡♥ ♠♦r❡ ❞✐❣✐ts ❢♦r t❤✐s ♠♦r❡ ❞✐✣❝✉❧t ✇❡✐❣❤t
❢✉♥❝t✐♦♥ ✐❢ ✇❡ ✇♦✉❧❞ ♥❡❡❞ t♦ s❡❡ t❤❡ ❝♦♥✈❡r❣❡♥❝❡ ❢♦r t❤❡ ❡①♣❛♥s✐♦♥s ✇✐t❤ ♠♦r❡ t❤❛♥ t❤r❡❡ t❡r♠s ❛♥❞ ❛❧❧ n✳
❍♦✇❡✈❡r✱ ❝♦♠♣✉t✐♥❣ ❛❧❧ r❡❝✉rr❡♥❝❡ ❝♦❡✣❝✐❡♥ts ✐s ❛ ✈❡r② t✐♠❡ ❝♦♥s✉♠✐♥❣ ♦♣❡r❛t✐♦♥✱ ✇❤✐❧❡ ✉s✐♥❣ ❛s②♠♣t♦t✐❝s
❝❛♥ ❜❡ ♠♦r❡ ❛❝❝✉r❛t❡ ❛♥❞ ♦r❞❡rs ♦❢ ♠❛❣♥✐t✉❞❡ ❢❛st❡r✳












































❋✐❣✉r❡ ✺✿ ❘❡❧❛t✐✈❡ ❡rr♦r ♦❢ t❤❡ ❛s②♠♣t♦t✐❝ ❡①♣❛♥s✐♦♥ ♦❢ pn((0.99 + 0.02i)βn) ✐♥ t❤❡ r✐❣❤t ❞✐s❦ ✉s✐♥❣ t❤❡
Q✲♠❛tr✐❝❡s ❢♦r w(x) = x−1.1 exp(−x6 + 2.1x5 − 3x3 + 6x2 − 9) ✉s✐♥❣ t❤❡ ♣r♦❝❡❞✉r❡ ❢♦r ❣❡♥❡r❛❧ ♣♦❧②♥♦♠✐❛❧s
Q(x) ✭❧❡❢t✮ ❛♥❞ ❣❡♥❡r❛❧ ❢✉♥❝t✐♦♥s Q(x) ✭r✐❣❤t✮✳ ◆♦t❡ t❤❛t t❤❡s❡ ❛r❡ ♥♦t ❞✐r❡❝t❧② ❝♦♠♣❛r❛❜❧❡✱ ❛s ❡❛❝❤ t❡r♠
❣✐✈❡s ❛ O(n−T/m) ❡rr♦r ✐♥ t❤❡ ❧❡❢t ♣❛rt✱ ✇❤✐❧❡ t❤✐s ✐s O(n−T ) ❢♦r t❤❡ ♣r♦❝❡❞✉r❡ ❢♦r ❣❡♥❡r❛❧ ♣♦❧②♥♦♠✐❛❧s✳
❚❤❡ ♣r♦❝❡❞✉r❡ ❢♦r ❣❡♥❡r❛❧ ❢✉♥❝t✐♦♥s t❤✉s ♣r♦✈✐❞❡s ❛ ❤✐❣❤❡r ❛❝❝✉r❛❝② ✭❢♦r t❤❡ s❛♠❡ ♥✉♠❜❡r ♦❢ t❡r♠s✮✱ ❛❧s♦
❜❡❝❛✉s❡ βn ✐s ❝♦♠♣✉t❡❞ ✉♣ t♦ ❛♥ ❛❝❝✉r❛❝② ✐♥❞❡♣❡♥❞❡♥t ♦❢ n✳ ❚❛❜❧❡ ✶ s❤♦✇s t❤❛t ❛❧s♦ t❤❡ ♣r❡❝♦♠♣✉t❛t✐♦♥s
✭❝♦♠♣✉t✐♥❣ t❤❡ U ❛♥❞ Q♠❛tr✐❝❡s ❛s ✐♥ ➓ ✺ ❛♥❞ ✻✮ ❛r❡ ❢❛st❡r ✉s✐♥❣ ▼❛t❧❛❜✷✵✶✻❜ ♦♥ ❛ 64✲❜✐t ❧❛♣t♦♣ ✇✐t❤ 7.7 ●❇
♠❡♠♦r② ❛♥❞ 4 ■♥t❡❧✭❘✮ ❈♦r❡✭❚▼✮ ✐✼✲✸✺✹✵▼ ❈P❯✬s ❛t 3.0 ●❤③✳ ❍♦✇❡✈❡r✱ t❤❡ ♠❡❛♥ t✐♠❡ ♦✈❡r t❤❡ ✈❛❧✉❡s ♦❢ n
✐♥ ❋✐❣✉r❡ ✺ ♥❡❡❞❡❞ ❢♦r ❡✈❛❧✉❛t✐♥❣ t❤❡ ♣♦❧②♥♦♠✐❛❧ ✐s ♠✉❝❤ ❤✐❣❤❡r ❜❡❝❛✉s❡ t❤❡ ♣r♦❝❡❞✉r❡ ❢♦r ❣❡♥❡r❛❧ ❢✉♥❝t✐♦♥s
❝♦♠♣✉t❡❞ ❞♦✉❜❧❡ ♥✉♠❡r✐❝❛❧ ✐♥t❡❣r❛❧s✱ ❛s ♠❡♥t✐♦♥❡❞ ✐♥ ➓ ✸✳✸✳ ❚❤✉s✱ t❤❡ ♣r♦❝❡❞✉r❡ ❢♦r ❣❡♥❡r❛❧ ♣♦❧②♥♦♠✐❛❧ Q(x)
❝❛♥ ❜❡ ♣r❡❢❡r❛❜❧❡ ✇❤❡♥ ♠❛♥② ❡✈❛❧✉❛t✐♦♥s ♦❢ t❤❡ ♣♦❧②♥♦♠✐❛❧ ❛r❡ ♥❡❡❞❡❞✳ ❚❤❡ ✜rst r♦✇ ♦❢ ❚❛❜❧❡ ✶ ❛❧s♦ s❤♦✇s
t❤❛t t❤❡ t✐♠❡ t♦ ❡✈❛❧✉❛t❡ t❤❡ ♣♦❧②♥♦♠✐❛❧ ❣r♦✇s ✇✐t❤ t❤❡ ♥✉♠❜❡r ♦❢ t❡r♠s✿ t❤❡ ❝♦♠♣❧❡①✐t② ✐s O(T 2) t❤r♦✉❣❤
✭✺✳✻✮ ❛♥❞ ✭✷✳✸✮ ✐❢ ❜♦t❤ ✐♥❞✐❝❡s n ❛♥❞ k ❛r❡ ♣r♦♣♦rt✐♦♥❛❧ t♦ T ✳ ❚❤❡ ♣r❡❝♦♠♣✉t❛t✐♦♥s r❡q✉✐r❡ O(T 5) ♦♣❡r❛t✐♦♥s
❢♦r ❣❡♥❡r❛❧ ♣♦❧②♥♦♠✐❛❧s ❞✉❡ t♦ t❤❡ ❞♦✉❜❧❡ s✉♠♠❛t✐♦♥ ❢♦r glk,n ✐♥ ➓ ✻✳✸✳ ❋♦r ❣❡♥❡r❛❧ ❢✉♥❝t✐♦♥s ❤♦✇❡✈❡r✱ t❤❛t
❞❡r✐✈❛t✐♦♥ ♦❢ ❤✐❣❤❡r ♦r❞❡r t❡r♠s ❤❛s t♦ ❜❡ r❡♣❡❛t❡❞ ❢♦r ❡❛❝❤ ✈❛❧✉❡ ♦❢ n✳
❚✐♠❡ ✭s✮ Pr❡❝♦♠♣✉t❛t✐♦♥s T = 1 T = 4 T = 7
●❡♥❡r❛❧ ♣♦❧②♥♦♠✐❛❧s ✺✳✼✸❡✵ ✹✳✻✾❡✲✸ ✻✳✾✺❡✲✸ ✽✳✶✺❡✲✸
●❡♥❡r❛❧ ❢✉♥❝t✐♦♥s ✶✳✾✻❡✲✶ ✷✳✷✹❡✲✶ ✷✳✷✹❡✲✶ ✷✳✷✹❡✲✶
❚❛❜❧❡ ✶✿ ❚✐♠❡ r❡q✉✐r❡❞ ❢♦r ❞✐✛❡r❡♥t ♦♣❡r❛t✐♦♥s ✐♥ s❡❝♦♥❞s✿ ♠❡❛♥ t✐♠❡ ♦✈❡r s❡✈❡♥ ✈❛❧✉❡s ♦❢ n ♦❢ ♣r❡❝♦♠♣✉✲
t❛t✐♦♥s ❢♦r s❡✈❡♥ t❡r♠s ✐♥ t❤❡ ❡①♣❛♥s✐♦♥ ✭♦♥❧② ♦♥❝❡ ❢♦r t❤❡ ♣r♦❝❡❞✉r❡ ❢♦r ❣❡♥❡r❛❧ ♣♦❧②♥♦♠✐❛❧s✮ ❛♥❞ ❡✈❛❧✉❛t✐♥❣
t❤❡ ❛s②♠♣t♦t✐❝ ❡①♣❛♥s✐♦♥ ❢♦r ❞✐✛❡r❡♥t ♥✉♠❜❡rs ♦❢ t❡r♠s T ✳
✷✹
❆❝❦♥♦✇❧❡❞❣♠❡♥ts
❚❤❡ ❛✉t❤♦rs ❣r❛t❡❢✉❧❧② ❛❝❦♥♦✇❧❡❞❣❡ ✜♥❛♥❝✐❛❧ s✉♣♣♦rt ❢r♦♠ ❋❲❖ ✭❋♦♥❞s ❲❡t❡♥s❝❤❛♣♣❡❧✐❥❦ ❖♥❞❡r③♦❡❦✱ ❘❡✲
s❡❛r❝❤ ❋♦✉♥❞❛t✐♦♥ ✲ ❋❧❛♥❞❡rs✱ ❇❡❧❣✐✉♠✮✱ t❤r♦✉❣❤ ❋❲❖ r❡s❡❛r❝❤ ♣r♦❥❡❝ts ●✳✵✻✶✼✳✶✵✱ ●✳✵✻✹✶✳✶✶ ❛♥❞ ●✳❆✵✵✹✳✶✹✳
❚❤❡ ❛✉t❤♦rs ✇♦✉❧❞ ❧✐❦❡ t♦ t❤❛♥❦ ❆❧❢r❡❞♦ ❉❡❛ñ♦✱ ❆r♥♦ ❑✉✐❥❧❛❛rs✱ ❆❧❡① ❚♦✇♥s❡♥❞✱ ❲❛❧t❡r ❱❛♥ ❆ss❝❤❡ ❛♥❞
▼❛r❝✉s ❲❡❜❜ ❢♦r ✉s❡❢✉❧ ❞✐s❝✉ss✐♦♥s ♦♥ t❤❡ t♦♣✐❝ ♦❢ t❤✐s ♣❛♣❡r✳
❆ ❊①♣❧✐❝✐t ❢♦r♠✉❧❛s ❢♦r t❤❡ ✜rst ❤✐❣❤❡r ♦r❞❡r t❡r♠s
❚❤❡ r❡❝✉rs✐✈❡ ❝♦♠♣✉t❛t✐♦♥ ♦❢ Rk ❝❛♥ ❣✐✈❡ ❛♥ ❛r❜✐tr❛r② ♥✉♠❜❡r ♦❢ t❡r♠s✱ ❜✉t ✇❡ ♣r♦✈✐❞❡ t❤❡ ✜rst ❢❡✇ t❡r♠s
❡①♣❧✐❝✐t❧② ❤❡r❡ ❢♦r z ♦✉ts✐❞❡ t❤❡ t✇♦ ❞✐s❦s✱ ✐❣♥♦r✐♥❣ t❤❡ ♣r♦❝❡❞✉r❡ ❢♦r ❣❡♥❡r❛❧ ♣♦❧②♥♦♠✐❛❧s✳ ❊①♣r❡ss✐♦♥s ❢♦r
Rleft/right(z) ❝❛♥ str❛✐❣❤t❢♦r✇❛r❞❧② ❜❡ ♦❜t❛✐♥❡❞ ❜② ✐❞❡♥t✐❢②✐♥❣ Routerk (z) ❢r♦♠ t❤❡ ❢♦❧❧♦✇✐♥❣ ❛♥❞ ✉s✐♥❣ ✭✺✳✷✮
❛♥❞ ✭✺✳✸✮✳ ❲❡ ❤❛✈❡✿





z − 1 +
U right1,2









z − 1 +
U right2,2
(z − 1)2 +
U right2,3









z − 1 +
U right3,2
(z − 1)2 +
U right3,3
(z − 1)3 +
U right3,4
(z − 1)4 +
U right3,5

























( −3(4α2c0 − c0 − c1) (12α2c0 + 24αc0 + 11c0 − 3c1)4−αi




















ø(b) =12b2c0d0 − 24bc20 + 12bc0d0 − c0d0 − 3c1d0,
ú(b) =12b2c20 + 12b








ë(b) =48b4c30 − 48b3c30 − 96b3c0c1d0 − 16b2c30 − 12b2c20c1 + 12bc30
+ 24bc0c1d0 + 144bc
2
1d0 − 120bc0c2d0 + c30 + 3c20c1,
á(b) =144b4c30 + 144b
4c20d0 − 144b3c30 − 384b3c20d0 + 288b3c0c1d0 − 48b2c30 − 36b2c20c1 + 264b2c20d0 − 936b2c0c1d0









ô(b) =240b3c0d0 − 60b2c20 + 60b2c0d0 − 36bc0d0 − 468bc1d0 + 15c20 − 28c0d0 + 21c1d0,
ü(b) =240b3c0d0 + 60b
2c20 + 780b




( −12α− 1 3(α+ 1)41−αi




❚❤✐s ❛❣r❡❡s ✇✐t❤ r❡s✉❧ts ❜② ❱❛♥❧❡ss❡♥✿ ❬✷✽✱ ✭✹✳✶✶✮❪ ❡q✉❛❧s U right1,1 +U
left

















ß(b) =288b4 − 960b3 + 444b2 + 768b− 305,
è(b) =768b4 − 1824b3 − 1284b2 + 2712b+ 1153,
U left3,2 =













ù(b) =45(288b4 − 960b3 + 444b2 + 768b− 305)(4α2 − 1),








ö(b) =4320b6 − 51840b5 − 64800b4 + 33120b3 + 13590b2 − 5760b+ 389,








ç(b) =226800b4 − 100800b3 + 78120b2 − 19633,




( −90090α2 − 12012 1001(90α2 + 180α+ 107)4−αi











❬✶❪ ■✳ ❇♦❣❛❡rt✳ ■t❡r❛t✐♦♥✲❋r❡❡ ❈♦♠♣✉t❛t✐♦♥ ♦❢ ●❛✉ss✕▲❡❣❡♥❞r❡ ◗✉❛❞r❛t✉r❡ ♥♦❞❡s ❛♥❞ ✇❡✐❣❤ts✳ ❙■❆▼ ❏✳
❙❝✐✳ ❈♦♠♣✉t✳✱ ✸✻✭✸✮✿❆✶✵✵✽✕❆✶✵✷✻✱ ✷✵✶✹✳
❬✷❪ ■✳ ❇♦❣❛❡rt✱ ❇✳ ▼✐❝❤✐❡❧s✱ ❛♥❞ ❏✳ ❋♦st✐❡r✳ O(1) ❝♦♠♣✉t❛t✐♦♥ ♦❢ ▲❡❣❡♥❞r❡ ♣♦❧②♥♦♠✐❛❧s ❛♥❞ ●❛✉ss✲▲❡❣❡♥❞r❡
♥♦❞❡s ❛♥❞ ✇❡✐❣❤ts ❢♦r ♣❛r❛❧❧❡❧ ❝♦♠♣✉t✐♥❣✳ ❙■❆▼ ❏✳ ❙❝✐✳ ❈♦♠♣✉t✳✱ ✸✹✭✸✮✿❈✽✸✕❈✶✵✶✱ ✷✵✶✷✳
❬✸❪ ❈✳ ❇♦s❜❛❝❤ ❛♥❞ ❲✳ ●❛✇r♦♥s❦✐✳ ❙tr♦♥❣ ❛s②♠♣t♦t✐❝s ❢♦r ▲❛❣✉❡rr❡ ♣♦❧②♥♦♠✐❛❧s ✇✐t❤ ✈❛r②✐♥❣ ✇❡✐❣❤ts✳ ❏✳
❈♦♠♣✉t✳ ❆♣♣❧✳ ▼❛t❤✳✱ ✾✾✿✼✼✕✽✾✱ ✶✾✾✽✳
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